
By JUDY HILLMAN, Planning Correspondent

Pressures on the coast are so great that a host of

new planning measures is essential, the Countryside

Commission reports today." These include "a national

resorts development agency to sponsor new coastal

holiday villages.

motels, and tenting.

sections of “heritage”

where controls would be

especially strict, an inquiry

into the Ministry of Defence

land holdings, the removal of

eyesores, and the setting up

of regional parks to comple-

ment country and national

parks.

“The need for action is

urgent,” Mr John Cripps, the

commission‘s chairman writes in

a preface to the report, pub-

lished after a seven year study.

In “Much of our coast has

my [already been spotlt. We would

. not now allow a new industrial

In tenterprise to tip thousands of

tons of waste on to a fine shore,

priority
All are white, established

civil servants “ specially chosen;

and trained." The kind of}

awkward situation with .which}

. they have had to deal includes

that of the northern factory

which suddenly he'l-"to close for;

three days because all its:

Pakistani workers wanted to;

celebrate a religious feast.

The manager now knows more

about. the Moslem calendar andl

the workers have promised to

give him more. notice of their

festivals. :

There was also the case of a;

lame bakery which wouldl

employ coloured stall '
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work. It turned out that the,‘

directors knew nothing of this;

tnr'e'eturs‘ tinieW"nourrng"or“nl is '

policy and it was subsequently

changed.
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. Mr David Spreckiey, former

Liberal parliamentary candi-

date, has resigned from the

Liberals and applied to join the

Labour Party. At the general;

election, Mr Spreckley resigned l

as Liberal candidate for New-

castle-under-Lyme and worked

for Labour candidates in three.

neighbouring constituencies. He ;

also advised 'Liberals to vote:

Labour. 1

Mr Spreckley left the Labour

Party 10 years ago. In a letter.

to the secretary of the.

Newcastle-uodor-Lyme Liberall

Association he says : “l regard l

.lbcrals as the (llllYl
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"1"“ healthy branch of an otherwxsc l

$withered tree, but I am now

rted‘ urging them strongly to sever

, 0'5} all connection with the parent

llowl party, They will only have at

a115,! future if they do.”

earzl Mr Spreckley, who attended

“fit I this year's Liberal Assembly in

'910'; Eastbourne, says the party is

~CID' no _longer a viable political

an,vehie1e and certainly not a

taff{radical one. He is managing

:director of Landsman's (Co-

.sig_f0wnership) Ltd, a firm owned.

mes“; by its employees. Mr Spreekley

the. fought Great Yarmouth and,

his: then Huntingdon as a PLlEiber ‘

had: in the general election of 1964

for and lliilti, and contested the

lCambridge City byclection in

lped 2 1967.
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The villages would have shops, pubs, swimming

pools, and all kinds of accommodation including cottages,

Other suggestions include long

coast *fi-

nor ill-planned sub - standard

dwellings to spread along some

of our most ‘ beautiful

coastline.”

But pressures were still

formidable. They included the

demands of industry, the desire

of people to live near the sea,

and above all, the. needs of an

increasing and more mobile

pepulation for open—auecrea

tion, especially water sports.

The recommendations of the

report would involve only

modest public spending in

return for great benefits, he

says. But the commission says

that statistics on which to base

developments are inadequate,

and suggests the setting up of a

committee to sort out the facts.

Existing resorts it says,

should get Treasury grem'ts {or

parking. They

ashould"”‘sp'éci ise‘ in the

: pleasures they provide.

The resorts should not set

out to attract retired people as

residents, from other areas.

This could “eventually make

serious inroads into the limited

supply of undeveloped coast."

The coast would havr- lo ilnd

room for more and more tem-

porary or holiday homes. It

sum. s‘lh the creation of new

cent .s, which might even allow

for the rcniovalol’ badly sited,

unattractive caravan parks.

The commission discusses the

possibility of regional

with Cinch ' ,

pilot project. Such parks would

obviate the need for special par-

liamentary Bills when areas

crossed local government boun-

daries.

Conservation

The suggested designation of

“heritage” coastline would be‘

comparable to conservation

areas in towns and villages, with

restrictions on all development.‘

More than 30 possible areas

covering 730 miles or 27 per

.

cent. of the coast line of England

and Wales are.put forward.

Most of them lie between the

Isle of Wight and Pembroke-

shire. ’

The commission also recom-

mends a clearance programme

of coastal eyesores with the

armed forces taking a lead in

,the removal of‘warlime ext-res—

Z cences. In Iaddition._there should

she an offleial inquiry into Minis"

try of Defence land. The inquiry

should consider whether some

of this coastal land of parli-

cularly high amenity or recital-

tional value should be released.

it should also consider the

extent and location of land

needed by the Ministry for train-

ing and other uses.

“Of the 89 sites held by the

Ministry of Defencealong the

coast, tux are wholly or paillv

inside National Parks, it) are

within cx‘lstinu or proposed,

tareas of outstanding natural

,bcauty, and 40 within strct-lws

of coast protected by pohcms

‘adopted by the local plain-unit

iauthorities,” the report says.

l The public have no access at:

'all to 90 miles of coast held

,by the military and act-ms to

another 20 miles is l‘('\'[l“.t‘ti‘ll

to certain days of the week."

Planning inquiry commissions

lshould be set up to investigate

‘all important proposals on the

coast, such as maritime indus-

trial areas or the siting of new

gas terminals.

The Planning of the Comt—
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Backed by steeply enolosin~ wooded hills, and
t

by the sea -— Sandgate faces due 303th across the

Channel. From dawn (to: left) to dusk (left Below)

gathers every ray of sun.

plinth on the Esplanade, Sir John Moore facee

north to his old Camp at‘

himmer of the sea.

Ioore, written by ‘r.Creevy, ” afri] 3805

e..I thank my good fortune to V ~ . rrch of him -~ etc}

of ackgowledgea fame, of devoti ;; g 71- who have served un

the most touching simjiicity 9 r yet most ccomglishei mehrer

capital underst ,;ng, Captivating COHVQISHtiOH, and sen‘iments

exalted as hie ctjce .... 
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In considering proposals for development in a

Conservation Area, it may be helpful to have some guide

lines as a check on good design...50me of the questions

to be considered are:

8.. Is the design appropriate to its setting...?

Is it a good neighbour to the surrounding buildings?

Is the mass and height of the building right in

relation to the space about it?

Are the traffic considerations such as acce“s,

servicing and parking satisfactory?

Are scale and materials appropriate? Traditional

materials and colours should generally be followed

in a Conservation Area.

Is it a well designed building in its own ri.ht?

Report of 17th November,

Page 8, paragraph
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H.B.Chaplin. Mrs.R.E.Greenwall. , Mrs.B.A.Kerr.

_ Aughrim House,

Sandgate High Street

The Town Clerk, . a ,r'.. _VV 3rd February, 1973.

Civic Centre, h z. " .n

Folkestone.

Dear Sir,

PBAVNIWG APPLICATIONS

The Committee would be grateful if you would place before

the Town Planning Committee their objections to the following proposals

on the grounds stated.

72/524 Gourzh Peed—Worth Side

The present warehouse, part stone, pert brick and part timber, is

conSidered to be a buildin" of some quality worthy of preservation.

75/6 13578 .he Crescentunorth west corner

These plots are in the 1827 lendslip area and are directly below the

Unflercliff. The south garden wall of No.2, The Crescent is strutted

against the 380k 7311 of 115, Sendgete High Street, suggesting move-

ment of No.2S some 120 ft south of and below the proposed development.

It is Sigjeeted that sheet steel piling be inserted in tne bann behind

the proposed cuts BEE er the cuts are begun, with appropriate drainage.

It is considered that the aggressively modern style will neither

preserve nor enhance the character or appearance or the Conservation

Area in which they are planned to stand. ,

69/1?6D Letehtnte. Sunnyeide Reed

As no elevations are yet available.

12/33 Ifinfl~eest side of V0.1, West Lawn Gardens

This lend-touches an important ne‘t of the westerly flonservation

Area. The erection of such an ugly but will damage tue character

and enpearenee of the area. 



(2)

The proposed hit appears hardly to justify the title "Summer House".

The Committee would draw the attention of the Town Planning Comma

ittee to t~he possibility of its being used as overnight accommo—

dation.

72/1553 The Riviera Hotel

The Society feels that the height of "up to six storeys" specified

in the Tweddell Report as satisfactory in the eastern area is quite

high enough. The proposed block will apparently stand seven

storeys high for more than half its north/south depth when viewed

from east or west.(hesement 3, Flats 6, Lift and stair wells on

roof 9). They submit that to comply with a limit of six storeys

one storey should be removed from the design.

They also feel it is a pity these roof~top blocks for :ervie

cannot be dispensed with, so permitting the appearance of t:

roof of such a block to be given planned good looks. This is

especially important on the Riviera and in Sandgste generally

where the rise of the land ensures that properties behind must

see mainly the root of the property in front.

YOurs truly, figfifiL‘

V
Mrs.ReE.Greenwall.

Chairman.
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AERZAL VIBE (Julv 1949) shows Sandrate and the hints

534—0

1m before

the Golden Valley pastures were built over, on “1 land with

DESCRIBING SANDGATEL NOEL TNEDDELL SAYS IN HIS 1963 REPURT:

'The hills rise steeply to 200 feet above sea level, are largely wooded and are rener for their

shape and beauty. They form an almost ideal background and protection for a small v age, and that

exactly what Sandgate is. I have referred above to the intimate scale of its architec ureiand curving

main street. I would now draw attention to the scale and relationship of the village to the land form

in which it rests. It is these things that give Sandgate its unique character - the small seals of

its buildines, the intimacy of its curving street and the way it nestles into the hills. All these

would be destroyed if it Were once allowed to grow appreiably la:ear, or have high buil

(See also recommendation of Kinister of Housinq 1963, yrior to the commission of th

HIbTQRY “ND CHaRnCTT3R '

Sandgate is an historic place. The Castle was built in 1559, and later vi ited by -uee n Elizabeth l.

and Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort. Sandgate began to develop around 1773 when Yr.flilson

started shipbuilding, erecting houses for his workmen and others. about the same time, the Brockmans

Lords of the Manor, sold land to the War Office (1794) andnest of the hine houses remaining today

were originally built for the officers at Shorncliffe Camp and their families. Sandgate still has a

flavour of the Napoleonic era in the names of roads and individual houses. This was the nucleus of

Sandjute us a fashionable Watering place, and its yopulerity continued well after the lapoleonic Wars.

The Alhambra Tflusic Hall attr:1cted son1e of the best Lordon actors and music-hall stars.

Tweddell says that this gradual growth produced a jumble of timber and brick Georgian houses, early

and late Victorian houses, shops, churches and chapels and many fine Edwardian buildings. There are

also two outstanding exawyles of early 200. architecture, notably Spade House designed by C.F.A.V0ysey

for H. G.wells, and Encombe House by Basil Ionides (1925) for Nrs.Phillipson. Between the two Jorld flare

Sandgate could boast 7 millionnaires with residences there.

Kent ragstone was too porous to withstand the force of wind and rain. 30 most of the earlier

residences were weathrboarded, in venetian blind fashion. Sandgete still has at least :0 wholly or

partially weatherboarded dwellings an( these a.re listed at the end of this album.

M As Tweddell pointsuout, no one architectural style predominates, and it must not be forgotten

that Mt1i is paartly due to the major landslide in 1395, which wreceed 70 houses and

the life of the villaseo 
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In 3855, The Sendgete Local Board was established, and this became the Sandgate

Urban District Council in l894. :undgate was autonomous with its own mayor,

Council, Hater works, ind Voluntary Fire service, until in 1934 it vos incorp—

orated into the Boronr’ or Folkestone. Since then it has become Folkestone's

forgotten outyost

It is impossible for band; te ts hovw rom, representation on the Borough

because the new Nerd boundaries include so much of Jest Folkestone w ioh

istorical connection with tL‘ original village, besides large areas

de~o~re.mhically, slould be part of Sheriton.
L--.

Si SeWl{lte lost control over ' ' own affairS, much unnecessery demolition

oe

has token place ow to t ta. ‘3 T'”erence on the part of the Borough Council

or to deliberate connivance. lr particular, dandgnte lost an historic landmark

in 1962 —- the fine Royal Kent Hofie. in the centre of the village. The Sandgate

Preservution society (affiliu’21 in ,1( Civic Truet) was quickly formed, but was

too late to save the builditii ige 57)

De yite Sandgate's absorption nfly':t )ne for anxiwistretive purnoses,

ndgnt “as never los“ it“ 3'3’ 57:1 ity and unigue village char cter, but

the struggle to keem i':i ~i= *“rfier ever; yeor. She froblems are.

1. Planning blight lbUUAti” 5‘ ;1 -term "ut toto.;.unllrM“ealistic plans to

widen the main coastal r; f hr: 'toru pictures). huch pr0;erty has

fallen into neglect beCeu~ , A: : a: 10 future in repairing or roderuisetion.

Property develoype-s have bun At ”A lerge strips of val'able beech frontage

with the idea of eventu,‘ly e1ploiting,and thereby vulgarising,the village a

This kind of twing nae already ruined the coastline from Dymchurch to

Dungeness and should not be allowed to spoil what reneins of a pleasant

monity aree

TFCTGHS‘QL heavy thrOLgh traffic, far heavier than the traction engines which

the last century were forbidden to v' new Macadam roads. Old people

and children freiue ting the vill; ; “i .' 9 area are at the mercy of fast

traffic. It is hOped tha' w i~ w i; be eventually diverted through

Churchill avenue beninc 1 vaJ‘::., linking up with the A 259.

Sandgate has been the v; w* * tural disesters; erosion from the sea,

and due to the geologic-' :_;-; 7'1: wnd inedeguete land drainage, there is

continual earth movement «Hi. lend lide in 1993 wrecked over 70 houses.

Des5ite these . f=_. I.' : 5 Ken: Deve103ment Plan put forward by

James R.ndams “‘ '~* 9 ”,‘icer) desi hated large areas for

residential Seveloymente \7‘*~ *> 1 _mroved by the Linister of Housing

in 1957. 



 

is a result of Q bundgete hes both at the mercy of man—made disasters brought

about by irresponsiblo planning decisions, permitting development on well-known

\

landslide areas —- viz. fincombe Lstate, Golden Valley and elsewhere; Desyite

tree preservation orders, there has been indiscriminate felling on the hillside.

The Borough Council has thus been guilty of serious errors of judgment, wnd of

ignoring everything except the interests of a few develngers. Since 1966,

The Sandgate Society has made strenuous efforts to force the Council to face up

to these problems -u and has been an effective pressure group at Council and

at Whitehall level.

1‘; {Add Unis.) l;ILL-AJJHJY‘LL‘JHIL‘LK i. alpil no.1 Ujfiifi filial}; Virtual [:1 ends where dandgute 10831le .

 

The villaye area (shown pictoriwlly in this album) is eycéuded, and it congletely

ignores the stretch known as The Riviera where the residences dating from the

n
'rspacious Victorian and Edwardian eras form a most agreeable sea frontage. ine

littoral known as thnor Cliff on the south of the Lower San e Road, with its

ezrly Victorian architecture and terraced gardens to the see in a i u; obvious

I x

I
target for the deve10pers. Sen old grint in Apgendix). Yet unsightly building\

could visually destroy the c

upon a densely vegetated green bluff like jewels on a mount.

Castle Road, however, which hes no more intrinsic value than the

is included together with the remains of the Castle which are on a

Martello towers along the coast, but not accessible to the yublic.

It is also vital to protect the wooded hillsides of sendgete from further spolietion.

The vegetation bonds the soil and absorbs much water which would otherwise build

up in the lower geological stratas with their well—known tendency to landslip and

earth movement. These woods, form a delightful’green belt‘ between Sandgete and

War Department land on the nleteau above.

Sandgute is the last pocket of peace and tranquility left along a coastline ruined

by caravan sites, holiday camps, bungalow strips and nois‘ amusements. dandgate

from the foot of the Less to the Seabrook boundary, hes an unique sweep of beach

frontage which is ideal for the fimily seeking a quiet holiday. It is recognised

to have the best sea-angling on the South Coast; nuwerous fishing competitions (on

a National scale) take place here, “no it is a favourite haunt of bench and boat

fishermen. with a good jetty, it could become a Splendid yachting centre wnd relieve

the crowded Harbour are“ of Folkestone of small craft. The Folkestone Rowing Club

alresdy has its quarters on the Pnrwde.

The essence 0f Sands te ’s still its unspoiled village character, and its peace

and quiet, almost impossible to find in any other coustwl resort. us such it is e

nrccious recrewtional and amenity area both for local rwoidents, Hnd for 1 rue nrhwn
 

centres such as Ashford (20 wins by car) and even London (d0 wins by train}.

'2,“ , ”r w r /“ ~v ,—_ ‘ , _ ‘. , .. ,, .“

galllJuul J H.440”! JL'KJH -1-n_u.wl'h4_i. ;, i” Jim; _llu ,( l. . -.... - on I. ”“1 ,, ,LJ‘M‘V ,

1‘ wm ri’ "'.T x ~=~>
will .1 ‘.«. JJ.....LL_J.VJ UAL~>-~.AJL4JL‘.

The Tweddell Report of 1965 was considered acceptable by the majority of Sand

residents when the prOfOSulP and ylens were laid before then. Because of the

subseguent growth of supermarkets '- Polkestone, one grc ? WOdifiCHtlwn is now

lqecesmntry. .jerwq;at<i has: «ll th~ :dioin; if: 3811 reesnxnilXIy liolwz t(2v9u1‘ ort.

Furthermore, land wte needs p rking space for visitors end shoppers, to take their

cars off the main High Street; much of the preaent space is enrmwrked for hwusiuL

rmh-vflwuncut. wucl» oi‘ Lb.) vm-wnt SPHCG bvtwem: the v’jwijilw and Granville howi Host
L . 



;

could form an ideal leisure area, with a pavillion, grcvidinn changing room fac—l U . M

Tu

ilities for bwthers (comgare with beeches on the Continent end hon) z p:noigv:

p001 Var youn& children, and a pleasant teidarden and cafeteria (run by a suit-ble

concessionnaire).

At present, Sandgate has only two public conveniences along its Whole Stretch viz.

the lavatories adjoining the Chichester Hell, and thoee recently built and illeited

on the public promenade. There are no means of hiring deckchairv. Much more

attention should be giVen to ap5ropriate siting of benches and lavatories, so that

the village can receive visitors with basic hospitalityo

Residential development in the village area should follow the recommend»tions o

the Tweddell Report, particulerly as regerde scale. The View from the hilleide

lookin; down upon Bendgate reveals a harmony of grey slate roofs, and perhaps this

feature could be followed through in wny new building. Greet care was taken when

the Fishmarket area of J‘-“olkectone wag demolished and cdmirnbl; restored to keep

the local character. It in dehmtable whether new buildings should be in traditional

style or not. Modern buildings worth noting, are the “uperb Kinietry of Defence

barracks at Bhorncliffe Camp, which for design and materials er:

any so-called luxury blocks built by private develOPpere in

One flmther consideration to by borne in mind is the attractio

unspoilt Village to the many foreign visitors staying in Tollesoone or Queuing

through it.

23_EE£_Ei Sand ate an it stands has retained enough of its old village character

and its wooded environs, fully to Justify its being designated ge a whole, as a

Conservation area.

  



“Sandgate? Pull it down and start

afresh! That's what I call future

planning.” - December 1963

50 said Councillor Hughes during the Folkestone

Council debate after the publication of Noel

Tweddle's report into the redevelopment of

Sandgate. A year after formation the Sandgate

Society was to feel the full Folkestone fury. The 13

page report referred to the widening to 74 feet of

the A259, which he said could destroy the village

unless an alternative route was found. He also

foresaw that car parking would be an increasing

headache for the village. He concluded his report by

saying that Sandgate could never become more than

a ribbon of development about a mile long and 100

yards wide, sandwiched between the steeply

enclosing hills and the sea. But he added “No town

stands still. It either grows or decays. In my

perambulation of Sandgate, there are signs of both,

with decay predominating. It gave me the impression

of relying too much on its history and not welcoming

the future.”

In the December 1963 Folkestone council debate,

Ald. A. Sainsbury advised that “Sandgate should stop

thinking of itself as a separate entity but as one of

the impressive approaches to the premier seaside

resort on the South Coast.”

Councillor J.H. Sainsbury continued the onslaught,

“The knocking down of the Royal Kent Hotel was one

of the greatest services ever performed for

Sandgate. It revealed to the villagers that they had

a seafront. I do not think they realised it before.

Ugly buildings have always hidden the sea. This

problem is partly solved by the present demolitions.

If we wait a little longer, no doubt the rest will fall

by decay.” An anonymous letter writer to the Herald,

signing himself as S.H.L. opined that the village

consisted of a heterogeneous collection of low grade

architecture, much of which is in a very sorry state

of repair. To try to preserve this “character” is utter

nonsense and a wicked waste of money. ”

Antique dealer Frank Norden captured the growing

unease in the village, “We must advance bravely

with the times for these are the years of progress —

with space travel, Bingo, the Twist and that highly

rewarding but most exclusive sport called

speculative building — played to the advantage of

some and the disillusionment of many. It is a fast

game so keep your eye on the ball.”  
1 963 At the firstAGM the Sandgate Heritage Trust is renamed the Sandgate Society.

Along Sandgate High Street you could find 57 thriving businesses. The Ministry of

Transport plan a new route through the village and the council is given a building

line for road widening. The Military Tavern closes after last orders on Monday 10th

June. Two landmarks are demolished - The Royal Kent Hotel in January and the

Bevan Nursing Home by October. 



Encombe: Recollections from

Linda René-Martin

This estate is best described as an enchanted

terrain beset by unlovely events. The 1893 landslide

wrecked many Sandgate properties over a very wide

area, and then came the greedy and damaging

developments in the 19605, a mysterious fire in

1974 and today, a large scale development in

abeyance.

The very name, Encombe, stirs family memories. In

1932, no sooner had my somewhat eccentric

grandfather bought a leasehold Coastguard Cottage

at auction, than he had ambitions to own a country

estate and set his sights on Encombe.

Four years earlier Ralph Philipson, coal magnate and

patron of the arts, had died. For his gifted widow

Maya the gilded life and circle at Encombe had

faded and she wanted to sell. m a hired Rolls Royce

my impecunious grandfather rolled up the winding

driveway, flanked by two bronze hinds, to the

summit of his ambitions and tea with Mrs. Philipson.

Together with his dear Irish terrier, Bob, he would

‘ regale us with an update while his cronies at the

national Liberal Club thought him a secret

millionaire which he certainly wasn't. My mother

pleaded with his Haymarket bank not to lend him

any money. The manager replied, “Oh I haven't the

heart to refuse the dear old gentleman.” We

dreaded the thought we might inherit Encombe and

all his debts.

One day he told us that Mrs. Philipson had at last

agreed to accept his offer of £25,000 — the only

stipulation was that she should leave the kitchen

fully equipped — he thought this was the one thing

needed when taking over an empty house - was this

a frying pan too far? However she stalled and the

deal fell through. Great was the family relief.

Encombe sparks another memory. In the early 19605

the Sandgate Society raised a howl and rightly so

when the noise and danger of speedboats and water

skiers close inshore had become a danger and an

infernal nuisance to beach lovers and residents

alike. We needed bye-laws and the Folkestone Town

Clerk was dragging his feet. Ruby Greenwall

instigated a mass petition and volunteers were

given areas to canvass. Working full time in London,

I had come down to the cottage for a quiet

weekend. But not a bit of it. My stint covered the

Coastguard, the Esplanade and Encombe areas.  

With some trepidation | toiled up the Encombe

driveway, passed the ornamental well in the

forecourt and knocked on the heavy studded doors

of the still lovely mansion. Here a Colonel Murphy of

the Glubb Pasha brigade wing was running a school

for about 100 boys from the Middle East to learn

English and enlarge their education. Encombe, as we

know is set in a natural amphitheatre, and all the

more is a noise trap. Not only did the Colonel sign

with alacrity, he also asked all his boys to sign as

well. Four of them were Saudi Arabian princes | now

know. Later in the 19605 the Encombe area gave rise

to great concern. Earth movement had been

reactivated when a consortium of Folkestone

developers and builders had managed to obtain

Council permission to redevelop the estate, wreck

the landscape and water gardens and even get the

dead end driveway adopted as a public road.

Just before Christmas neighbours on the Coastguard

phoned me in London to say our walls were cracking

up and I should return to Sandgate at once. A

determined newcomer, Alex Todd and myself, with

the Society's backing, eventually forced the

Folkestone Council to face up to the serious situation

that placed residential and public property at risk.

A public meeting was eventually organised with

Mayor Bancroft in the chair. Councillors, technical

staff and a senior partner from Halcrows, John Muir

Wood, gathered to put our fears to rest. Of course

the hillside was running with springs, as I showed MP

Albert Costain on a personal safari, because the

water gardens had been wrecked. The Sandgate

Laundry in the Wilberforce area, boasting “we wash

your linen in pure spring water” drew over 100,000

gallons of water each week, but had recently burnt

down. Consequently a vast amount of water was

permeating the strata and forcing its way to the sea.

“Oh”, said the Hal crow man, “It's no more that a

bashful of water per person a day.” That's all right I

said, as long as you pull out the plug. Loud laughter

temporarily lightened the atmosphere.

Catching the train back to London I noticed there

was John Muir Wood on the platform too. He gave

up his first class apartment to seat himself in mine.

This was an ideal opportunity to pick his brain, but

of course he was in the Council's employ and I

couldn't presume. One nugget emerged however.

When the Abbey National bought Encombe as a

holiday home, their chairman called in Halcrows to

advise. “I told him,” said my fellow passenger, “he

would not only need an umbrella (the Abbey logo)

but galoshes too.” That said it all.

1 966 The Beach Marine Hotel is demolished in March. Summer concern about the

noise and danger from speed boats leads to a petition and a change in bye-laws.

During this, the H. G. Wells centenary year, four films of his work are shown during

September. Two bronze hinds each weighing 1cwt and worth £140 are stolen from

the gateposts of Encombe Estate. 



A Lesson in Good Design.

One of Sandgate Society’s major successes was the

campaign to save the Church of England Primary

School at the foot of Sandgate Hill. In 1972 when the

school closed, the land ownership reverted to the

Radnor Estate. This land had been deeded following a

government campaign to introduce formal education

for all classes. The landed gentry were encouraged to

assist in this worthy aim, and they enthusiastically

agreed to provide practical space for new schools.

Education for those not part of the elite was

fragmented and was mainly offered by enlightened

members of the clergy. Here in Sandgate a regular

visitor, William Wilberforce, was at the forefront of

help for the working class. Alongside his opposition to

the slave trade, he also used his Evangelical calling to

promote basic education for the poor. His efforts led

to an informal Adult school set up in a surplus

Ordnance storeroom around 1814. Chapel Street

School was also established at this time with Henry

Butcher as Headmaster. Later, after 1820, the school

moved to rented rooms near Martello Cottages.

Additional facilities grew from here and by 1844,

following the School Sites Act (1841), a larger hall,

adjacent to Sandgate Castle became the National

School, again on land deeded by Lord Radnor and built

to the designs of Edward Gotto.

As the population grew in the village, a new school

was erected by 1866 again on Radnor land and with

the sole funding from James Morris of Encombe. It was

designed by Philip Charles Hardwick, son and grandson

of an architectural dynasty, including Thomas and

Philip, and whose notable work also included the great

hall at Euston Station, The Great Western Hotel,

Paddington Station and the gothic revival Beauchamp

Almshouses and Chapel at Newlands, Worcestershire.

The new Sandgate School was formally opened in June

1866 and classes commenced from 2nd September. Its

weekly charge of 1d was a tenth of the price of

education in Folkestone — and quickly attracted many

from western parts of the town.

The education reformers were delighted with progress

here and across the country. In an early report,

Sandgate’s School was described by an Inspector as

“very commodious and, in respect of beauty, without

rival in the district.” The Reformers and Inspectors  

would, however, be quite dismayed to learn that today

20% of young people end their school life lacking basic

skills in literacy and numeracy.

Life at the old School must have been a joy for

children with a thirst for learning. Many youngsters

had perfect attendance records — in 1900 Ellen Finnis

was awarded a medal for perfect attendance over nine

years, while in 1902 T. Moore was awarded a gold

medal for his 12 years of perfect time keeping.

Stepping forward to the early 19705 we find that the

Dioceses of Canterbury found maintaining the facility

too costly and took a decision to sell the Primary

School. At this point, under the terms of the deed, the

land would legally revert to Radnor ownership. The

Estate cast around for an alternative owner and use

but after considerable time and effort, concluded that

the only solution was to sell the freehold. An auction

was set for September 1976, but three years earlier, a

Grade II listing had been obtained, limiting the scope

of development.

From the School’s closure, the Sandgate Society had

mounted a vigorous campaign to save the building for

community use and, after many years of thwarted

redevelopment applications, the Radnor Estate

attempted to reach a sensible compromise with the

village.

Fortuitously in 1974 a House of Lords bill promoted

community use of such buildings, but it wasn’t until

1986, after intervention by the Secretary of State, that

permission was granted for a development of six

cottages — with no need for part demolition of the

School as previously proposed by the Estate.

An exceptionally sympathetic design was produced for

the new owner, David O’Clee, by local architect Roger

Joyce. Adding to the heritage statement, each of the

dwellings was named after a Headmaster or Mistress

who had so successfully steered the School to

outstanding achievement.

The cottages, Neale, Woods, White, Ulyett, Dexter

and Glandfield have proved to be attractive and

popular dwellings — with a corresponding increase in

asking price from £90,000 in 1987 to today’s £250,000.

The foresight of the original village campaigners to

save the old School for the village has also retained a

legacy of distinction at Sandgate’s eastern entrance.

1991 The results of a traffic count through Sandgate do not justify a hoped for pedestrian

crossing near the Ship Inn. A Green walk is proposed from the old Cheriton Railway

Station to Sandgate castle but is opposed by individual householders. Rocks from

Norway are delivered for the sea groynes.

s.
1992 The Chichester Hall Trust takes over the management of the hall from

Shepway District Council in April. Campaigning starts to reopen the paths across

the barracks, closed two years ago amid IRA terrorism threats. 



Over now to our aerospace

correspondent, Reg Turnill...

Margaret and I arrived by chance in Sandgate in

1976, and had a splendid salmon salad lunch facing

a sunlit sea at the Miles Haven wine bar, later Bar

Vasa. The landlady there introduced us to the owner

of Somerville Lodge, a recently-listed house opposite

the Coastguard Cottages. Almost every room had

glorious views across the Channel and within half an

hour we knew that was to be our retirement home.

It had Kent—peg tiles on the roof, and if you touched

them when inside the attic, they slid off in a shower.

It had no foundations, and sat on some old ships’

timbers placed on the clay floor. And its ancient

electrical system was life-threatening.

It took several years, and nine months of bitter

feuding with the Shepway District Council, who

hated the prospect of us making the ZOO-years-old

house habitable, before we had sorted it all out. But

we found a marvellous worker living on the Romney

Marsh who was unfazed at the problems of installing

foundations beneath a house already standing.

In 38 years since, we have never regretted coming to

Sandgate, despite a few ups and downs. m the early

years there was a reliable, 75-minute train service to

London. Having been retired from my staff job on

the BBC, I was able to continue my journalistic life

as an aerospace freelance reporter commuting

between London studios and US space centres like

Cape Canaveral and Houston, covering the manned

space flights and Concorde. At our house a north—

facing room, away from the distracting views of

Cape Gris-Nez and the French coastline, became my

office, where I wrote scripts for Newsround, and

slowly assembled 14 books.

Finding a doctor proved difficult, but Courtney

Lendon, who was to be Sandgate’s last local GP,

finally took us on his panel - though he hinted it was

conditional upon our becoming members of both the

English Speaking Union and the Sandgate Society.

Courtney practised from The Crescent, and his

prescriptions kept Chaplin's well-run pharmacy

going.  

Opposite, in what is now Escondido, was Halletts, an

invaluable hardware store, whose vast stock was

stored in brick vaults running beneath it.

Sandgate certainly needed its civic society. Back

streets like The Crescent and Wilberforce Road were

pretty seedy. As in our case the houses needed much

attention. And there were ruthless developers

around, careless of the fact that bulldozing on the

hillsides could and did start landslides. We had

discovered the hard way that insurance companies

were reluctant to provide cover in what had been

designated “a slippage area” since the 18905. We

learned about that from an outspoken resident

called Alex Todd. He made headlines in the early

days of TV news doing an interview beside his house

on the Encombe Estate. He kept a caravan stocked

with food and water, he explained, against the

inevitable day when Sandgate would slide into the

sea — unless something was done. For some years

after that few wanted to buy a Sandgate house and

an unpopular Todd moved to Hythe.

But a few years later he returned, and his legacies

include a traditional and now very rare ice

house which he excavated beside the storm path

leading from the Wilberforce car park to Encombe.

They were used to store dry ice before plentiful

electricity enabled anyone with a fridge to make

their own ice. Despite its rarity and tourist value, he

could get no one interested; so to preserve it for a

future more enlightened generation he carefully re—

filled it with garden rubbish. It’s still there, awaiting

the day when it is rediscovered.

And of course, millions have since been spent making

Sandgate’s esplanade much safer. That is partly due

to the Channel Tunnel. Residents only ten years ago

watched in fascination as barges dredged up

thousands of tons from the dreaded Goodwin

sandbanks which was then mixed with sea water and

pumped via a canvas pipeline up Hospital Hill to

Cheriton to provide the foundations for the tunnel

terminus sited on Radnor land. Having dumped its

sand, another canvas pipe returned the sea water to

the beach opposite the Sandgate Hotel.

1975 The popular Riviera Hotel, flats since 1971, closes for expected redevelopment. The

new Sir John Moore housing complex is painted black to resemble fishermen ’s cottages. For an

experimental period of one year, Lower Sandgate Road is to be a no through road. The listed

Fleur de Lis pub closes in September. The Star and Garter is to be vacated in June when the

police training centre closes. A then New York resident, Linda Rene-Martin gifts a bench to the

village. Sited on the Wilberforce Road green it is inscribed, “For Happy Times in Sandgate.”

1976 In September the Sandgate Society is offered a 6 month lease on the old Fire

1}. Station at £3 per week and this commences from January 1st 1977. Then by July this

finally becomes along term lease. A December earth tremor and landslip in Wcarage

Road affects two houses, Channeldale and Crow's Nest, after their retaining wall

crumbled onto Riviera access Road. A new toilet block opens to replace the old

fly Granville Parade facility. 



Cliff House and Palm Beach -

“The choicest locations.”

One house lasted 120 years, the other a mere 50.

Both were regarded as the most desirable of

Addresses with their position described as “isolated

from the world and completely secluded.” Built on

Radnor Estate land in 1829 for Captain Gill, Cuma

Place was situated at the eastern end of Lower

Sandgate Road, this side of the Toll House. By 1835

it was referred to as Cliff House and was occupied by

many distinguished families who enjoyed the

solitude and the stunning uninterrupted Channel

views. Originally built in an almost square shape

jutting into the extensive 5 acre grounds, it was

twice remodelled.

Folkestone and Hythe MP Stewart Marjoribanks was

here from 1837 to 1842, after which he became the

leading promoter of the Folkestone Gas Company.

William Pearth then took residence until his death in

1854. General Henry Hankey arrived at Cliff House

in 1859 and stayed here with his wife Emily until his

death in 1886. His widow resided for a further nine

years and died in 1895. The remaining 43 year lease

was then purchased by Mr. and Mrs D. Lionel

Thomson who gave much pleasure to local children

by holding summer parties in the magical grounds.

Up on the Leas, in the Manor House, built in 1889,

the 6th Lord Radnor was struggling to accommodate

his family of ten children. He therefore bought back

the Estate's own lease on Cliff House in December

1906 and soon added an extension that ran

eastwards along the line of the road. This L shaped

house now provided much needed nursery space for

his young children. The presence of Lord & Lady

Radnor can only have added to the immense status

of living on the Radnor Cliff and Riviera enclave.

The family was here for nearly two decades as the

children grew up, but in 1926 there was a change to

the lease. The Earl's “tenant for life” clause was

removed and a henceforth unencumbered freehold

was offered for sale.

Cliff House then entered a decade long merry go

round of ownership by rich widows. Purchasing the

freehold which included the house, 5 acres of land,

two cottages and stabling garage for £13,000 in 1927

was Mrs Marion Ada Johnstone. Written into her sale

contact was the freedom to demolish or alter any

structure she so desired on the large estate, which

also held extensive land on the north side of Lower

Sandgate Road. Up to 1927 the road was known as

ifs.
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Clifton Place — then both sides became Radnor Cliff,

with odd numbers to the north and even on the south

side.

Mrs. Johnstone certainly used her tenure as a very

skilful estate developer. Her first move was to

demolish the original square shaped western end of

the L shaped house. In its place was a continuation

of the lateral extension added by Lord Radnor. The

conservatory, slightly further west, was incorporated

as the southern part of the present day Sea Spray

house. On the north side of the road, replacing a

former kitchen garden was Well House built in 1933.

To the east of this she added Green Harbour in 1935,

and soon moved there, selling Cliff House for

£20,000 to widow Mrs. Charrington following the

death of husband Henry, near neighbours at 16

Radnor Cliff. A year later in 1938 Mrs. Charrington

sold the house to her daughter Mrs Nancy Furlong,

wife of Brigadier Dennis Furlong who died in action

in September 1940. Before the 1937 sale the Cliff

House estate was split into two sections, such that

the east end of the house marked the boundary. On

the remaining far eastern parcel Mrs Johnstone

created the delightful Palm Beach, with completion

in 1939.

Joining Mrs. Furlong at Cliff House in April 1941 was

her new husband Sir John Greer Dill. Sir John lived

until 1944 and Lady Dill remained at Cliff House for

a further four years when Thomas S.Wilding bought

it for £20,000. He created a stylish water garden — a

part of which still survives. His actor son, Michael

was married to Elizabeth Taylor from 1952 to 1956 -

and the film superstar is known to have stayed at

Cliff House.

By the late 19605 the house was split into

apartments and was eventually sold for £50,000 in

1971 to R.A. Muddle, managing director of Peacock's

Ford Garage in Folkestone. The house was soon

demolished and after long planning delays the

present modern blocks of Cliff House apartments

were occupied on 999 year leases from 1992.

Palm Beach was purchased in 1947 by Victor Behar

who later ran the Beach Marine Hotel on the Riviera.

He died in 1965 leaving an estate valued at

£198,298. Palm Beach was sold in 1987 and replaced

by Marine Point by July 1991.

An era of gracious living had ended.

1970 There was much discussion in the village about acquiring the toll road from

the Radnor Estate, but Lower Sandgate Road is in need of considerable repair. Dr.

Courtney Lendon comes to Sandgate and takes over the Lachlan medical practice.

Helena Hospital closes in April. Fredack Investments Ltd plans to demolish

fly Shorncliffe Lodge and build a four storey block of 16 flats. 



Radnor, Rothschild & Sassoon

This is a 19th century story of power and money

involving a landowner, a Military General and high

profile MPs.

Around 1784 a major landslip created an undulating

strip of land along the coast from Sandgate to

Folkestone. Lord Radnor was then able to create

Lower Folkestone Road in 1824 (known as Lower

Sandgate Road from 1875) as a means of avoiding the

hill out of Folkestone harbour. Both of these were

controlled by Toll Booths , the first in the garden of

a onetime Radnor house, Endcliffe, Sandgate Hill

which in 1838 produced a net toll profit of £561.

In 1839 MP Stewart Marjoribanks, took a Radnor

lease on a parcel of choice land near to the second

Toll Booth on the Undercliff later known as Radnor

Cliff. The lease ran from Michaelmas Day (29th

September) 1839 for 99 years. A connected piece of

land was also leased by William Pearth for the same

period. It's believed that on the site from 1829 was

Cuma Place built for, or occupied by, Captain Charles

Gill. By 1835 it was known as Cliff House with local

MP Stewart Marjoribanks the occupier from 1837.

William Pearth then took residence from 1840 to his

death in 1854. Whether Cuma Place was demolished

or simply renamed as Cliff House is unclear.

A decade later Colonel Henry Aitcheson Hankey

stood for election in the constituency but lost to Sir

John Ramsden, a major Northern landowner. In 1859

Hankey tried again but he and all other candidates

were persuaded to step aside and allow unopposed

success for Baron Mayer de Rothschild. The oath “on

the true faith of a Christian" had kept Jews out of

parliament but following intense lobbying by Lionel,

Mayer's brother, and Benjamin Disraeli, Leader of the

Commons, the oath was amended for their inclusion

from 1858. Shortly afterwards Colonel Hankey took

a long lease on Cliff House.

On Baron Rothschild’s death in May 1874, his

daughter Hannah, now the richest woman in the

country, gifted a lifeboat as a memory of her father.

This was housed in the so called Goose Cathedral on

the Sandgate/Seabrook border and its final act was

an attempt to rescue the crew of the Benvenue in

the powerful storm of 11th November 1891. The

crew included Fred Moore's father, Thomas, who  

received a medal for bravery. The lifeboat was later

stationed at Folkestone but was surplus to

requirements. A suggestion to use it as a gondola on

the Radnor Park pond was rejected and it was sold

by the Corporation in 1894 for £5.

Sir Edward Watkin was the next MP and during his

occupancy he clearly saw the potential for extending

his railway line from Sandgate to Folkestone.

However ferocious opposition from the landowner

and his new residents on Radnor Cliff curtailed this

fanciful scheme.

In 1887 Sir Edward Sassoon took a bride who may

have been familiar with this area — he had sensibly

chosen Aline Caroline de Rothschild, a French cousin

of Hannah, daughter of Mayer de Rothschild. Sir

Edward was elected as MP for Hythe and Folkestone

in 1899 and shortly afterwards the couple made their

home in Sandgate‘s Shorncliffe Lodge taking a 7 year

lease from the Countess of Chichester. Their second

child Sybil eventually married, outside the faith,

Lord Rocksavage. Her older brother Philip declined

marriage but gained much satisfaction by taking over

his father's Parliamentary seat in 1912.

A millionaire at the age of 23 he used his inheritance

to rebuild a decaying Manor House which emerged

after the war as the magnificent Port Lympne, home

to much gaiety over the next two decades. During

his time as MP for the area he opened and

maintained a free dental clinic in Folkestone as well

as building a model working class housing estate of

16 cottages and 8 flats in East Cliff. After his death

in 1939 his sister Sybil inherited the estate and in

1946 she sold out to a property company. In 1973

John Aspinall offered £400,000 for the Port Lympne

estate. The Sassoon house remains a stunning

centrepiece at this popular Wild Animal Park.

The Rothschild connection lived on in the area. The

Honourable Miss E. Rothschild was in residence at

Beaulieu on the Riviera from 1966 to 1971. Her

chauffeur used to drive the Rolls-Royce over to Ron

Tabor's High Street butchers shop to collect the

weekly meat order.

1 973 Two old Pub signs are found near the derelict Rayner's Beach Club. Both the Old Rose

and the Royal Oak signs are now displayed in the old Fire Station. A letter in the Herald expresses

concern that antique dealers are taking over the village. A battle looms over the future

of the Church of England Primary School.

building. Yellow No parking lines are extended over most of the High Street

shopping area. Restoration of the Castle starts and will continue for 12 years.

1974 In May partial demolition of Shorncliffe Lodge is halted after the Society Vs \‘\l

initiates Grade II “spot listing”: after planning permission is sought for 6 flats in the{Q/

m
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Earth Slips

There has been a history of land slippage around

Sandgate for hundreds of years. It's the geological

combination of a hard lower shelf, with a clay upper

section slowly sliding seaward by gravity. The major

disaster in 1893 showed the power of nature when

many houses simply crumbled during the event.

Steel piling has since been used in more

contemporary structures, but some older houses

contain an unwelcome surprise for new owners. The

existence of numerous springs simply adds to the

potential instability.

In 1968 after much local pressure, Folkestone Town

Council agreed to fund boreholes to investigate the

recent slips around the Encombe area but who

should pay for this would become a long running

saga. Councillor Jack Sainsbury explained, “Years

ago I made requests for council houses to be built at

Wilberforce Road and in Encombe Valley, and the

reports I received at the time suggested these sites

were not suitable for building. The recent slips

occurred on private property. ” He then added

ominously, “The responsibility must lie with the

owners, developers and builders of property on this

land, and with the people who made searches on

behalf of the property holders.”

During the initial Council investigation reference was

made to the 1958 Halcrow report which stated that

if property was not built on or near the 1893 slip

then the houses would not behave any differently to

houses east and west which survived that landslip.

When developers had bought the Encombe Estate in

1962 they quickly ruined the water features that

creatively funnelled excess water down to the

Sandgate Laundry. Many trees and shrubs were also

cut down destabilising the soil covering even more.

An earth tremor in 1976 led to land slippage above

the Riviera, and as late as 2012 excavations for a

new development adjacent to this site on Vicarage

Road created a massive mud slide into Radnor Cliff

Crescent.  
1 995 Ruby Greenwall, founder of the Sandgate Society, dies. Power boats are banned within

200m from the low water mark. Suncliffe House, a new name for Endcliffe House, was sold for

£212,500 in January.

1996 Enbrook is demolished in January after a vigorous battle by the Society to save the

listed building. Residents celebrate the centenary of the Coastguard Cottages. The Admiralty

took a 65 year lease from the Radnor Estate in February 1896. The freehold was sold

% >3 at auction to a speculator in 1952, who, when facing financial debts six years later,

V/ s“? sold this on to individual cottage owners at an inflated price. The village was

drenched in a once in 500 year event, with 4 " of rain falling on Monday 12th August.

( Beach replenishment is completed in August at a cost of£18m. Tributes are paid to

m former Chairman of the Society, Dennis Vorley, who died in December.
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Si eme

RESIDENTS apathy is stop-

ping the district council re-

store some of Sandgate‘s

former splendour.

its attempts to improve the ‘

historic appearance of the

High Street and the area

around the Castle have met

with virtually no response

from owners.

Officers do not think it is

worth going ahead with a

pedestrianisation scheme for

the area around the castle

because the owners are not

interested.

An attempt to improve the

appearance of numbers 11 to

21 in the High Street brought

only one offer of cooperation.

A planning application has

at last been lodged to rebuild

on the derelict site of num-

ber nine in the High Street,

but if it is not redeveloped

soon the council may have

to consider compulsorily pur-

chasing it.

It wants to see Wellington

Terrace redecorated and

original features restored, but

needs the agreement of all

the house owners.

A report presented to Shep-

way‘s Development Commit—

tee agrees in principle to

give a 25 per cent grant

instead of ten per cent to

encourage residents of the

terrace to do the work,  



Coast Cottage

149 Sandgate High Street

Nr.Folkesnone, Kent CTZO 332

26 June 1985

Councillor E.Hamer

Coastguard Cottages

131 Sandgate High Street.

Dear Eric,

TOWN SCHEME FOR SANDGATE -— NEGATIVE DECISION

Thank you for the recent correspondence which I am pa sing

on to the Sandgate Society - and also thank you forall the work that

you and Shepway officers have put in, on behalf of Sandgate, albeit

to no avail. According to a paragraph in today's D.Telegraph (attached)

we are not the only sufferers from English Heritage 'the new super-quangc'.

Just to recap? Tony Talman in his letter of 29 March 1985

said that 'KCC might support a scheme given the agreement of the Commission

(51c)' But according to R.J.Thompson's letter (20 December 1984) KCC

had already offered an interim view which was 'thumbs down'. Their

reason 'that Sundgate's case for a scheme was perhaps weakened by the

presence of modern and somewhat undiséfiished 19th C. buildings'.

As you know, I passed to you a brief (5 Jan 1985) pointing out

that 'every local town in receipt of a Town Scheme (viz. Hythe,Romney

Lydd, Dover) had its quota of such buildings, and Sendgate was not

excepti-nal. In fact, Sandgate had a very high preportion of listed

buildings for so small a village. (see brief attached).

The town of Romney, I gather, was turned down twice before

its protoganists came up with the a case based on its'Saxon origins'.

The question whicfi should now occupy us, is how to make out a better

case or Sandgate if, at this stage of unharmonious and often ugly

redexfiapment, this is still possible.

Indeed, too much has been allowed to happen in Sandgate's

conservation areas to downgrade them. One thinks of Riviera Court.

well designed by John Floydd in white and black, which is now a blob

on the landscape, treeless, and marred by vulgar lettering.

There is a strong case for the reinstatement of the Conservation

Area Advisory Committee, as su;gested at the joint Metropole Meeting

in Civic Trust Environment Week, I'm sure you will agree.

I am sending a copy of this letter and previlus communications

for their files and future action.

Yours sincerely

9< ,5 “fies

( .1”“”"'

Linda Rene—Martin

 



Your Ref:

Date:

Civic Centre, Folkestone, Kent. CT20 ZQY

Telephone: Folkestone (STD 0303) 57388

£3F1E5l3\flllKY' EJIES1FFIIC31' C3CJLJFUI3II.

MyReh DR/Mr. R.H. Summers.

10th September, 1984. EA: 203.

Dear Councillor Hamer,

The Village of Sandgate
 

With reference to your letter of the 3lst July, 1984 you will

recall that I spoke to you in the Council Chamber about the

contents of it. However, I thought I would write so that you

had a reply for your file.

The Council already has three town schemes — Hythe, New Romney

and Lydd — and as you will appreciate, there is a limit to the

number which can be handled at any one time. Hythe town schemerii

has been running for six years now and the Council may be

prepared to substitute another area in place of this scheme.

As you know, a town scheme is a tripartitezrrangement between

English Heritage (formerly Department of the Enviroment), the

County Council and the District. Agreement is, therefore,

necessary between all three parties if a town scheme is to go

ahead. Mr. Gluntz will make enquiries with the other parties

to test their reaction to the possibility of a town scheme for

Sandgate.

Kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

Chief Executive.

Councillor E.J.C.Hamer,

l3 Enbrook Road,

Folkestone,

Kent.
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hirst among many camoaigns in the early sixties included the control of

noisy off—shore watersports. Quiet weekends for so many, watching the waves éZ‘J

or a myriad of colourful windsurf deftly catching the wind, were rent with —/

noise. Ruby in her usual organised mannér, started a petition to present

to the old Folkestone Borough Council. Having carved up the territgr§,\fi¥?>d:::j;d

weekend stint was to be the Coastguard, the Esplanade and somewhat daunting 0P?

Encombe House itself.This was before the estate had been developed.

At that time, Encombe House was a coaching establishment for boys from

Middle East families —- it weas run with military discipline under thesgye‘

of a Colonel Murphy, a';grfo§;'Glubb Pashascgnéegeggge. With trepidation, I

wended my way up the Encombe driveway, petition paper in hand, ton co front

the lion in his lair.(Gingerly I knocked on the heavy oak door, an Colo nel

opened it. I ex>lained my mission as best as I could and he answered with

alacrity. The noise was in infernal he said —— if anything the noise was

double what we endured at sea level because of the natural amphitheatre. And

Colonel Murnhy added 'I'll get all my boys to sign too.‘ What an unexrected

coup that was.

The next, ongoing, relentless battle concerned, as I well remember, the

Encombe estate development. She developers, a consortium 01 the six biggest

.
be Ewg“ {AA 1

builders in FolKestone, wreaked havoc. Tore down mature trees, shgted thousands
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of tons of earth around, dedroyed the old Water Gardens designed to channel off

Spring water, and no doubt wrecked the old land drain installed after the

the devastating landslip of 1895, whxxkxdamxgxd with Ezslwidespread damage to

Sandgate. And now, the development had triggered off, reactivated widespread

movement as we had reason to believe

I was working full—time in London at the time and the first I knew about it

was a telephone call from a neighbour John Godfrey. John and his wife Ann

could be quite noisy and excitable when in their cups, which was fairly often.

His message was in urgent tones, 'The Coastguard row is cracking up, you better

come down at once'. It was about two days before the usual Xmas break and I

took the news in a somewaht offhahd way. with a dose of salt as they say.

On arrival, however, indeed the brick walss showed cracks and all the Borough

Engineer could say in a brief paragraph in the local rag\ was ’private prooerty

was not the Council's concern' -- quite ignoring that a lot of Public property

was at risk nawwovwcxs including Alex Todd and Margarte baa

Quite a lot of peeple, all unsupeoting had bought or built houses on the

Encombe, withvut any warniig from solicitors or surveyors Andrew Castle the BE.

Feeling ran high againstzthe ttQLqugc’ was(ude to retire within a year and

The Folkestone Council were determined to look the other way, and quite a few

residents buried their heads in the sand, rather than see propeigy yalues plummet;9

But Alex Todd and I beavered on in an attempt toLmake a case for nggligence, with

hnakthe sympathy (I cant say total support) of the Sandgate society. Matters came to

' a head however, in 1967 with the damin ng govt. report cnf335:”lb2§§5€‘§§§a§%§?l l‘é

where a slag happ had collapsed, burying a school full of children in its.3&ke.vaA*;

It stirred the F01 estone Council into action and Halcrows were called in to

undertake a preliminary survey. (my book p.42) A public meeting was also called

presided by he Mayor of Foikestone, as I remember. A prestigious Halcrow

representative later Sir John Muir Wood, explained the situation and took questions.

At one time, as I pointed out, the old Sandgate Laundry had drawn off 100,000

gallons a week from the Encombe water gardens, before it burnt down. It was all

going into the ground . Muir Wood played the matter down ’It represented no more

than a bathful of water per person a day'. To the Mayor's consternation and to

,ribald laughter from the puclic I replied ' That's all right as long as you remember

to pull out the plug.'

The Sandgate Society then got pretty active. We were most fortunate in that

one of the members was the late Arthur Gadd, his weekedn cottage next to mine.

and a distinguished Kent lawyer based at Halletts. The Society dugg into funds

and Gadd consulted an eminent in“ QC, George Dobry, whether there was a case against

the Folkestone Councils Halcrows View considered view, and that of learned council

2 NQ‘Q , ,

was that it would be difficult to prwve non-natural causes and/thab ihstablility

would not have started up in the normal course of events. Let that be a lesson

to us all when new developments are proposed. La7chgate conditions are no guarantee

when we are potentially at risk and left to pick up the bits. 
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Under Mrs Greenwall' s vision and certimnati n never to take NC for an answer

the Society always rallied their forces as best as they could.

Mrs Greenwell's attitude was never take NO for an answer. With her vision

and determination —- >ne might say cussedness -=- the Society always rallied

their forces as best as they could. Following the designation of two

large Conservation Areas for Sandgate, Folkestone Borough Council were

required to publish the Sandgate Study, An Informal District Plan. This

was a wide appraisal of Sandgete's socio—economic structure, of its lEHQSGEPG

and townscape value, It also documented with sketches, streets and properties

both listed and unlisted. which today is ude due for new evaluation and

additions. lmorotantly the survey was concerned for the trees which clothe

the slopes and crests, forming a lovely backcloth to the village and environs

and which help to bond the terrain. Folkestone Council werenow responsible

for surveying our trees, and identifying them and listing those worthy of

Typically however, this vital matter met with the usual

. o a n
bureaucrtaic . .. . No money, no staif.

preservation.
I

The Sandgate SOCiety weighed in. Under the expert leadership of Mr Syre

and with help from Hilda Fisk, a botanist, Zgnadgehy—dlhers, they acbnieved

the almost impossible. The ordnance survey map of Sandgate was divided into

small areas and each helper did a stint. The November newsletter of November

1972 summed it up. ' Many of us started off knowing very little about trees

finushed up by being able to know an Ilex from a h: in 3?‘. Sim: “

never will?

The finished lists were delivered to Mr Syre who, helped by Alex Todd;

were assembled into a most finished and professional document which was

“l9é59a§eK§§v§1§igt€gT§§eConservatioduly presented to the Folkestone Council.

Areas, desperately in need of inspection , updating, and replanting.

Time surely for the Parish Council to take matters in hand.
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Ms Valerie Tupling
Direct dial 01483 252052

Local Plans Manager

Shepway District Council

Civic Centre, ' Our ref HD/5281/Ol

Castle Hill Avenue,

Folkstone, KENT CT20 2QR

Your ref vt/lc/sdlpconsult

‘ . WWi‘eiW-wflfiffifif

Our apologies for not replying to you consultatiOn on the Deposit Draft of the Review of the

Shepway Local Plan to meet your deadline. Even now we w0uld have welcomed further time

to respOnd, but hope that Our comments as now forwarded to yeti will assist your Authority in

its Review of the Local Plan.

Sustainability Appraisal

In respect to the Sustainability Appraisal, Policy SD] appears to cover core objectives

supported by English Heritage. In the table assessing the implications, it is considered that the

various policies are too tightly described. For example Chapter 8 on Built Environment has

the archaeology policy only doom as helping, to protect the historic environment. It should

also stress the importance of archaeology for historic landscapes, synergies with conservation

of the natural environment, and the coutribution made to local identity and sense of place. It

also could be seen as centtibuting to what is termed “liveability”.

Housing

Site HOZ (G) — Princes Parade — Seabrook — liythe

As the ’I‘Ourism chapter (6.25 8:. 6.26:) makes clear, this land lies next to the Royal Military

Canal. The content of these paragraphs is supported accept that the relationship of the canal

and its open view to the sea should be emphasised and protected and the suggestion that part

of the site should be used possibly for a hotel and for housing is not supported. We are are

aware that Shepway are now investing in tourism facilities at the Seabrook end of the canal as

part of a lottery backed project for the RMC to which we are also a contributor. A car park

and open recreational space on the site of the former tip we would censider acceptable but

have an in principle objection to significant new development such as housing, The RMC

marks the limit of acceptable development. To its north it is substantially built up but to its

south there is open green space (including golf course type links), The RMC used to adjoin

the beach but in the later 19In century the present seafront. was created. Despite these major

changes to the setting of the RMC it retains a relationship with the view seaward and this

should not be compromised. A fortified canal defending an undeveloped beach is the raison

d’etre for the RMC and development cannot be allowed to erode this character. A careful rc-

appraisal of the site in the context of a draft Development Brief may demonstrate how

.EASTGATE COURT 195-205 HlGll STREET GUILDFORD SURREY GUI 3131-!

iiileplmnc 0/48.? 252000 l'izcrz'mz'le 01483 252001
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The National Monuments Record it (In: public. archive of Englirix Heritage 



important the open character of the landscape is where the RM Canal approaches the sea.

English Heritage raises objectiOn to this particular housing proposal in the Local Plan.

HO(F) — Nickolls Quarry — I-Iythe

Reclamation of the minerals working seems sensible, however not all archaeology may have

been destroyed by the quarry. The description of the site in the Plan should acknowledge the

archaeological potential of the land. The coastline and the formation of Romney Marsh have

a complex history. Remains are to be expected south of the old cliff line marked by the route

of the RMC. The view of the Marsh from the escarpment is a factor that could be

acknowledged in the description of the area and its potential. Substantial development,

extending the developed area of Bunnarsh will intrude into this View out across the marsh.

The possibility of restoration to provide higher land with planting to the North to screen

the development from theSe escarpment views (in addition to the C024 Policy area

which we support) should be considered and incorporated into the DevelOpment brief.

New Romney

This is an exceptionally interesting town being a planned medieval settlement rebuilt after a

major inundation. The site H0 (M) and other hetising sites around the historic town appear to

be on the periphery but site 35 is a potential problem being located close to the church in the

presmned area of the histonc beach and any port facilities. Retention or provision of the

area of open space to the west of the church is supported, but the prior preparation of a

development brief to include the relationship of the deveIOpment to the church, and an

archaeological evaluation prior to deveIOpment are considered essential.

Employment.

WE are censcious that Link Park at Lympne E2 (C) is an existing industrial estate on the site

of the former Ashford Airport. This is a site associated with historic aviation. Pre WWII it

was the venue for early flying competitions and became the base for the Cinque Ports Flying

Club. The military saw the importance of the site and it became an RAF airfield in WWII

before being handed back to civil use other 1945. Military buildings survive and should have

been assessed by English Heritage under the aviation themes for listing/scheduling. There

may be an iSSue raised by further development here. The proposed expansion appears to be

wholly on open land that may have been part of the former grass airfield. The historic

character of the site may be sigrn'ficantly eroded and hence we may wish to comment

further on more detailed preposals. The retention of open land under C024 is

welcomed.

Tourigm 
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We welcome and support the proposal for a tourism strategy and believe the District’s built

heritage can Contribute to your Authority’s desire to expand the traditional tourist base. The

RMC project has a role in this and defence heritage is one theme that could be worked upon

as is intended by an Interreg project co—ordinated by Kent CC. The Future of defence

structures such as the Listening Ears could be progressed through such work. Other themes

exist however such as medieval castles. Westenhanger could be developed as a focus for

visitors (see below). As suggested previously however, We do not consider that Policy TM3

should include a reference to a hotel on the open land at Princes Parade and raise

objection to this as a possible proposal.

Leisure & Recreation

We must comment specifically ab0ut Folkestone Racecourse, which includes the

medieval site of Westcnhanger.

The castle has received over £500 K of public funds from EH for its repair. The owners are

looking to develop it as a tourist asset to generate income with which to complete its

conservation. Whatever happens at the racecourse, our investment must be protected and

opportunities to enhance the historic site and its contribution to the atractions and amenities

of Shepway must be grasped.

The outer ecurt of the castle remains in the ownership of the racecourse co, Arena Leisure

PLC. The grade I and scheduled barns are very significantly at risk and in need of urgent

repair. EH is pressing for this and the owners need to be urged to work in partnership to save

the buildings. They want to see an enabling development as part of their plans for the entire

site. This proposal is highly controversial and this is a planning that case could go all the way

to inquiry. Whilst preSSing for urgent action to secure the barn we need to ensure that the

planning position under the Local Plan is as strong as possible.

The boundary of the scheduled area as shown on the preposals map is old and requires

revision. The limits of the scheduled monument do not correSpond with the known extent of

nationally important archaeological remains. Development in the immediate vicinity of the

historic complex would therefore be very diffiCult and is likely to attract an objection from

English Heritage on grounds of impact upon buried remains and the fabric and setting of high

grade listed buildings.

Therfore it is English Heritage’s view that Policy LRS needs to be strengthened. The final

sentence would be better if it read

Proposals must protect the nationally important historic buildings, archaeological

deposits and setting of the Westenhange
r castle complex.

Use of the word should in the draft policy implies that a proposal that does not achieve the

ab0ve might be accepted.

3 



We consider that your text should emphasise that enabling development in relation to the
historic complex will’be considered in accordance with English Heritagc’s recently published
guidance, ‘Enabling development and the conservation of Heritage assets’, published June
2001. It should also be clearly understood that even if the historic buildings cannot be re-used
there is still a requirement on the owner for them to be repaired and their future secured. This
should form part of a negotiation about what level of “enabling development" is required for
the entire racecourse development. A commitment to repair the barns should be secured by
condition or a separate legal agreement. Para. 7.22 needs reworking to incorporate these

points.

The site requires an Environmental Impact Assessment or similar such approach, and there

may be one in preparation. A development brief would be useful despite the fact that

negotiatious with the current owners have been lengthy.

The preposals map shOWs much of the land around the castle complex as being in the flood

plain and this could rule out deveIOpnient under policy U6.

Built Environment

In the section on archaeology we would like you to understand, and ensure it is clear in the

Plans text that the list of scheduled monuments is steadily being revised and increased

numerically and in content and by the Monuments Protection Programme. The appendix

listing these can only therefore be a point in time statement.

We are aware of the good work your Authority is doing in relation to the RMC, but other

scheduled sites in their control still require resolution of their futures. Examples would be

Martello No 25 and Folkestone Roman Villa. The latter lies on an eroding, cliff edge and

needs investigation. The last Local Plan was more specific in putting forward the need to

tackle the villa. We consider that remains an issue that should continue to be promoted in the

reviewed Local Plan.

The CTRL has produced significant results for archaeology notably at Saltwood near the

terminal. As a county-wide issue the need for archaeological storage and diaplay requires a

solution and developer funding has a role to play in this.

We note that the actual archaeological policy BE7 replaces BE6 in the last plan we consider

this to be a better distillation of the major issues as required by PPGIG.

The application of PPG 15 issues in relation to listed building consents, parallels PPG 16

i3sues, and need to he articulated. Applicants should be required to demonstrate how their

prop05als impact upon the interest of a building. ln some cases evaluation (most probably in

the form of standing fabric analysis) ought to be required. Applicants should also expect to

see recording requirements as a condition of consent. 
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In relation to para 97 we must flag the fact that a first time mains sewerage scheme for New

Romney woald have a significant impact upon the buried archaeological deposits of this

important medieval town. Survey work funded by EH and carried out by Kent CC provides a

useful starting point for discussion of these issues and the formulation of a mitigation strategy

that must be part of any permission.

The application of policy U6 to development on that part of the Folkestone racecciurse in the

floodplain of the East Stour has been highlightcd above. A report commissioned by the owner

of the castle and cepied to both Shcpway and the Environment Agency raises this as a serious

issue for development around the medieval complex.

Transport

Policy TR7 for a Hawkinge by pass is acceptable and this is well known to us as proposal.

DCSpite impacts on the WW ll airfield (famous from the Battle of Britain) and potentially on

buried archaeology the principle is accepted.

We can welcome the dropping of an A259 proposal by Government. This would have had a

major impact upOn the RMC and the escarpment at Lympne. Alternatives are being looked at.

The A259 remains a busy road that passes several fortifications and anything to moderate the

impact of traffic would be welcome.

Westenhanger Motorway Service Area is probably far enough away from the castle proper,

but lies due east of the Roman road (Stone Street) from the Saxon shore fort at Lympne to

Canterbury. As a site it would require evaluation in accordance with policy B157.

Lydd airport is another WW II airfield. As an Advanced Landing Ground it may have fewer

historic structures that an airfield proper such as Lympne. but its historic importance must still

be taken into acc0unt.

g zountrysicle

Policy C01 seems comprehensive. We do however need to stress the interconnectivity of

landscape and nature conservation with heritage issues and archaeology in particular. Work

by Kent CC on Historic Landscape Character is of direct relevance. Sites with potential such

as the scheduled Listening Devices at Greatstone that are Surrounded by water bodies and

shingle designated as SSSIs show how our work and that by nature conServation bodies (both

local and national) can be mutually supportive and hence more productive.

Para 12.34 on MOD land requires further elaboration. MOD owned land holds great potential

for archaeology, having been out of agricultural use for many decades and being coastal land

containing historic sites such as fortifications. Any proposal to intensify the use of such land

5 
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or to increase its overall acreage should be Subject to environmental appraisal as part of any

application. Heritage 'gets no mention in this section but nature conservation does. This needs

to be corrected as it is an important asset that The District needs to emphasise and exploit.

The MOD own many historic fortifications and other archaeological sites e.g. five Martellos

and historic buildings. Together we need to encourage in the Plan and elsewhere appropriate

re-use of such buildings still capable of being used. Land and structures surplus to their

requirements should be considered for disposal to bodies capable of caring for them.

Structures which cannot be re—used or disposed of must be conserved. There are real iSSues

for the Crown Buildings Group of English Heritage. Two Martellos are land locked in active

tiring ranges and need conservation. Three more are up for disposal but if they do not attract

new owners they need to be conserved. The Grand Redoubt at Dynichurch is a derelict at risk

and scheduled fortification. It needs to be used, conserved or separated out from the defence-

estat’e so that others may do this.

Monitoring and Review

Additional indicators should be developed. The ones proposed for the Built Environment are

a blunt instrument indicative of major change. For archaeology an indicator of success would

be nos. of desk—top and field evaluations, nos. of refusals for archaeological reasons and nos.

of applications resulting in archaeological recording eg. excavation.

I hope that you will be able to take these matters into amount. If rieceSSary a meeting to

discuss and clarify any of the matters raised could be arranged if you wish.

Yours faithfully,

David Pigram

Planning Adviser

 



THE CIVIC CENTRE,

YOUR REF.: FOLKESTONE.

GC/PA/502/16

N.C.SCRAGG,LLM. 15th December, 1970.

EDLICiTOR

TOWN CLERK

CLERK oF THE PEACE

TELEPHONE: 55221

(STD 0303)

Dear Mrs. Kerr,

Civic Amenities Act 1967 ~ Proposed

Conservation Area.

With reference to your letter addressed to Mr. Greening of the 26th

September, this was reported to the Town Planning Committee on the 11th

November, 1970, and the Committee‘s recommendations have been considered

by the Council.

Also submitted to the Committee was the "Survey of Sandgate" on loan

from the County Planning Officer. The Borough Engineer sought the views

of the Committee so that these could be passed to the County Planning

Officer.

He also reported to the Committee in the following terms -

r The purpose of a conservation area as defined in the Civic Amenities

Act 1967 was to conserve the character of a locality which had outstanding

buildings. The attractive buildings in Sandgate were sited in small

groups or as single units with some mediocre and some inferior buildings

between them. It did not appear that the provisions of the Civic

Amenities Act should apply to Sandgate as a whole. It might be that more

appropriate action could be considered under the provisions of Section 32

of the Town and Country Planning Act 1962. This section enabled the

Ministry of Local Government and Development to compile lists of buildings

of special architectural or historic interest. The normal procedure would

be for a recommendation to be passed to the local planning authority

(the Kent County Council) who would submit any recommendations to the

Minister. The County Council had not so far dealt with the whole of

any town in this manner but had dealt with small parts of attractive towns

such as Sandwich and Tenterden.”

The Council have agreed with the Town Planning Committee that no change

shall be made in the conservation area map already submitted for approval to

The person dealing with this matter on my behalf is Mr - CrOf’fS V . ..._.,31,1.,.

All correspondence to be addressed to the Town Clerk 



the County Council as local planning authority.

The Council has noted with great interest the detailed report submitted

by the Society and it has been decided to request the County Planning Officer

to investigate with the Ministry of Local Government and Development, the

possibility of including under Section 32 of the Town and Country Planning

Act 1962, some of the buildings mentioned in the report by the Society.

I have accordingly written to the County Planning Officer in these terms.

Yours sincerely,

.¢;,nvq~,~4?V”‘/&I

Town Clerk;

Mrs. B. A. Kerr,

Honorary Secretary,

The Sandgate Society,

Somerville Lodge,

Sandgate Esplanade,

Folkestonea
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KENT TRUST FOR NATURE CONSERVATION

COUNTEYSIDE CONFERENCE

2nd March 7970

 

at County Hallv Waidstone
 

EDUCATION FOR CONSERVATION

EOHOBLAND, Chief Inspector of Education

Kent Education Committee

It is clear that successful implementation of the principles of conservation

depends upon the existence of an educated adult communityo This paper is

concerned with the extent to which schools can help to create a community with the

right attitudes and with the methods by which this might be doneu

It is important to recognise that in this kind of education teachers have in

general turned away from didactic teaching and learning methods in which principles

are presented to be learned, and now endeavour to involve the child actively in

problems and situations which are meaningful to him and in the solution of which

the principles are involved The problems and situations change as a child gets

older, as his experience widens9 and as problems more remote from him come to have

relevancec Through his active exploration of a problem which is relevant to him

he becomes aware personally of the associated factors and relationships, andy

because of the part he has played in uncovering them, they are the better

appreciated and remembered and the desired learning is achievedu

Because of this teachers are aware that conservation should not be taught as

a subjecto Concern for conservation can only stem from an attitude of mind brought

about by real understanding of the factors involved and their inter-action,

together with a sufficiently mature mind to see social consequences of neglect°

Posters and leaflets proclaiming the need for conservation are even less

effective with children than they are with adults? for the latter may perhaps have

had some experience in their adult life, memories of which may make the poster or

leaflet meaningful“ Competitions involving essays and posters may involve a

small number of pupils7 but the structure of the essay and the form and lettering

of the poster is likely to be much more dominant in the child’s mind than the

understanding of the problems of conservationo

At somewhat older age young people develop a strong social sense to which

some aspects of conservation may make an appeal and bring about a desire to

understand the problems involvedo But there is already in being in many schools

a much more successful approach which is perhaps already well on the way to

producing a generation of adults in which many are ready to play their part in

demanding the implementation of measures directed towards main issues of

conservationu This relatively new approach is concerned with the greater

involvement of school work with the local and natural environment, and the recent

upsurge in the value placed on field work in many subjects of the curriculumo

Environmental studies involving active work in the locality of the school have

been a part of primary school education for the past 20 years; some field work is

now an accepted part of geographical and biological studies; many secondary schools

in both country and urban districts include rural studies in their curriculum and

in this subject the ecology of a controlled environment of agriculture and

horticulture and forestry is a main consideration and farm studies and farm visits

play a part; environmental studies is being pressed as a suitable subject in its

own right for examination at Advanced level of the GQCDEE: and one of the

examination Boards has this year produced a syllabus in environmental studies for 
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examination at a level between '0' and 'A' level which makes it particularly

suitable for thoee many pupils who are now pursuing a more general course in the

Sixth Form°

The extent to which local environment now enters the curriculum, studies and

work of a good primary school is remarkable, At this stage the curriculum is not

dominated by subject specialisation and the one teacher in charge of the whole

curriculum of his class can allow the study of the environment of the school to

range from mapping of roads and communications, to the appearance and history of

the houses and buildings, to the people who live in them, their numbers and their

occupations, the factories they work in, the raw materials of the factories and

their produce, to the fields and farms and the crops, to the woods and ponds and

life in them, Even the art work of the class may very well stem from the uniform

or peculiar shape of pebbles from a stream, from a pattern of leaves, a striking

fungus or the shape of a decayed branch, Primary Schools have for a hundred

years or more been concerned with 7vnature study” but the newer approach leads to

appreciation of the environment as a whole and the inter—action of its various

parts, including man himself; It is perhaps this which has led to the fact that

whereas 30 years ago any country school could be expected to have its collection

of birds eggs maintained and added to by each generation of children, such a

collection is never now found and most junior children would regard the activity .

with some horror. This is a good example of the thesis put forward earlier in

this paper of success coming in a field where the problem is relevant to the child

at the level of maturity he has reached and capable of being understood by him,

Apart from this study of the environment as a whole, the pedagogic influence

which makes present day schools at both primary and secondary level so much more

effective in this field than in the past is the recent upsurge in appreciation of

the value of field worko The nature walk was always a well established institution

and, in many ways, when led by a knOWledgeable naturalist, of much value, but it was

by tradition a time for directed observation, description and collection of

specimenso Not until ecological studies became well established and began, in the

early 1950’s, to influence school work in biology, did biological field work become

an effective part of the curriculumo But it is not only in biological studies

that field work has become significant, in geography its importance has long been

recognised: history also, under the influence of such people as WoG, Hoskins,

author of‘ “The Making of the English Landscape", has found it significant to

work in the field in areas other than the traditional ones of architecture and

archaeology, A similar approach to curriculum studies is now developing in the

humane subjects where a sociological approach calls for exploration in the field, .

Teaching methods are never easy to explain, So much depends upon the

relationship established between teacher and student, but the approach used in

field work in all subjects has some aspects in commont It is important to

recognise that only to a minor extent is work done in the field a review and

illustration of work previously covered in the classroomo Field visits which are

merely descriptive of topics already discussed have relatively little significance,

Rather, the role of the classroom and the field are the reverse of this: problems

found in the field become the basis of work in the classroomo Of course examples

illustrative of principles and systems previously discussed do occur in field

visits and are valuable, but the major role of field visits is not one of

illustrationq The work that is carried out in the field is of an exploratory,

investigational and problem solving kind, In the ideal situation the teacher is

able so to guide his pupils in their exploration of the environment that they

themselves see that a problem exists and then devise means for solving ito In the

earliest work with children of primary age the problems investigated will follow

the childrenls interests and questions, As the pupils become older the problems

become more specifically of a kind deliberately chosen, but the opportunity will

still be taken to pursue a line which an unexpected juxtaposition of observations

throws up, 
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It will be appreciated that this is a different approach from that which led

to ”nature trails“ being set up, These can be valuable when reserves are open to

young people in their own time or to the publica They can also play a useful and

ancillary role when visits are paid for field work, but these class visits will

bear most fruit if their major objective is this exploretive, investigational and

problem solving worko Nature trails themselves can be made to contribute in part

to this way of working by posing problems rather than by being descriptive and in

doing so are moving in the same direction as school worku

Field work of this kind has a particular value in science teachingo In the

physical sciences it is difficult to find fresh problems capable of solution or

attempts at solution by the pupils themselves, but it is comparatively easy in

biological field work where conditions are seldom constantn The continuing

pattern of exploratory and investigational visits in the field will establish an

vauaintanceship with normal behaviour against which some new observation may stand

out and pose a problems Perhaps, to quote an actual example, the occurrence and

growth of nettles under isolated trees in well grazed parkland, but nowhere else,

will rouse the curiosity of a aroup of children to the extent that they will carry

out a series of investigations in an attempt to establish a causeo This is the

very essence of a scientific investigation and the proposal and discussion of

possible solutions and the way in which they may be tested follows the

establishment of the existence of a problemo It is much easier to give the

Opportunity to frame hypotheses, and devise experiments to test them, in biological

field work than in other areas of scienceo And if we accept Karl Poppers7

statement that scientific method involves the continued attempt to falsify

hypotheses, then perhaps ecological field work offers opportunity for success

which no area of study doeso This direct involvement of the pupils is an

investigational and problem solving situation, if possible of their own devising,

brings about a degree of understanding of the biological or other principles

involved far beyond that achieved by didactic teaching and it is this advantage

which teachers seek to exploit in field worka

Work of this kind - which involves children throughout their school life and

problems of interest to themselves, sometimes discovered by themselves, and

investigated by ways devised by themselves _ will achieve that intimacy with

phenomena in nature, with the relationShips between plants, animals, soil and the

other environmental factors and with the balance which becomes established between

them, which leads to full appreciation of why conservation is importanto This

knowledge and appreciation will have been gained in the way which is most effective;

not by didactic teaching, by precept or homily, but by true understanding of the

consequences of disturbing onefactoro No teacher working in this way will be able

to avoid discussing problems of conservation“ Indeed some of the problems

investigated, such as the effect of roadside spraying on hedgerow life, may well be

concerned with the effect of a man—made disturbing factorn

The burden of this analysis is that the schools can best promote ideas of

conservation and play their part in bringing into being an adult community

knowledgeable about these ideas, by developing those methods of teaching which

involve investigation of the environment and in field work and ecological studies

which are investigational in character,

It is sometimes proposed that schools shall take part directly in

conservational projects such as those involving the clearance of scrub lando

Experience has shown that these projects are often of very limited value in

promoting a good attitude to conservation and may lead to frustration and boredomo

This is particularly so when it is not possible for the pupil to become personally

involved in the project itself and unnerstand and appreciate the reasons for the

clearanceo On the other hand if the circumstances can be created in which the

pupils can become fully involved, the benefits, both to the project and to the

pupilsv education in conservation, can be very greats 
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A good example of a project which has involved pupils deeply in a clearance

problem has occurred at Hunstead Hood, near Canterbury, where a recently acquired

Trust reserve consisting largely of a spagnum moss bog is being over—run by birch

seedlingso Discussions between officers of the Trust and the Local Education

Authority resulted in the Authority offering to organise its schools to clear the

birch saplings, if, on its side, the Trust would allow the work to be carried out

in such a way that the schools taking part might, by leaving control strips and

taking measurements over a period of years, turn the clearance into a scientific

investigation of the effect on such saplings on ground water and vegetation, This

is involving not only the keen biologist amongst the pupils, but others whose

interest is surveying and, perhaps more important, older boys who, while enjoying

the work of clearance, partly in their own time out of school, are becoming

involved in biological studies and the understanding of a conservation problem

which they would otherwise have missed, The fact which makes this example so

significant is the linking of the mechanical work of conservation to actual

experimental work being carried out by the pupils themselvesc

There are many schools in the county which would welcome being involved in

similar ways in conservation problems and the ultimate benefit may very well be the

greater if the sponsors of the project are willing to modify their time schedule or

work in less direct ways in order the better to involve the pupils of the schools, .

In cases such as this, suitability of the project for the application of

investigational techniques should be discussed with the teachers who will be

involved, and the Kent Education Committee's specialist advisers are always willing

to helpo

This is not to deny that there will be occasions when an appeal for direct help

with manual tasks will not be welcomed by schools looking for opportunities to

involve their older pupils in service to the communityc But the benefit to

conservation education will be less than in the other circumstances which have been

described;

While such direct approaches ‘_= f value the main education effect in

ldeveloping conservation ideas wi l "o in the field and ecological studies schools

undertake, and an education authori' cs to help its schoolsto obtain access to

suitable sites,

Field work should start in the primary school and here there is an obvious need

for the facilities to be close at hand, Good investigaticnal work of a biological

and ecological kind has been carried out by primary schools in the most unpromising‘.

situationsa Derelict building sites, and particularly in the years after the war,

bombed sites, playground walls, grass playing fields have all been used, but what

is really needed is access to the natural habitats of grassland, woodland, pond,

stream and hedgerow of such a size and in such situations that a whole class can

explore and investigate, So far as new schools are concerned the Kent Education

Committee is already looking at each site to see if some part of it is worth

conserving in its natural condition so that an area for investigation is close at

hand, Some schools, particularly villa e schools, can make their own arr ngcments,

but to others the Local Education Authority or some other body such as a County

Trust, must hold out a helping hando

It will obviously not be suitable for many of the reserves which are established

to be visited and explored and worked over by considerable numbers of children, but

it may often be possible for a portion of these reserves to be set aside for this

purpose or even for rather more land to be acquired than would otherwise be

strictly necessary,

As the pupil» #v‘ A , ~ and especially at the secondary school stage,

their teachers will "lli er,t. widen their experience by choosing for study, in

addition to local 'nvironient I the school, areas which give contrasting situations

and habitat: ", 1 _ ;, _\ ;,’ make their own arrangements with land owners in the 
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immediate neivhbourhood, but such arrangements are difficult at a distance” While

conservation must remain the major objective of the creation of reserves the needs

of schools in one part of the county to find in another part contrasting sites

which they can visit should be borne in mindo Another factor which one hopes will

be considered when sites are being chosen for reserves is that team work between

teachers of different subjects with the objective of helping the student to see a

situation in all its related aspects is becoming much more common in schools and it

is likely that biologist, geographer and historian will work together in the same

area with the same studentsc If this integration of interests is taken into

consideration when selecting areas for reserves it could make them much more useful

to schoolsa

To cover the necessary range of sites more advanced students will7 of course,

need to travel beyond the boundary of the county and will use centres such as

those of the Field Studies Council or make their own arrangements in their chosen

areaso

The Kent Education Committee has itself formulated and started to implement a

programme to give direct help to schools in carrying out field work7 and in this

could be greatly assisted by those bodies responsible for setting up reserveso

The Education Committee propose to set up a series of Day Field Study Centres

using, as they become available9 suitably placed country schools which? because of

falling numbers or for other reasons have to be closedo The first of these — at

Godmersham, near Wye in the Stour Valley — opened last summero The school building

which had been empty for some years has been rehabilitated9 provided with benching,

services, work tables and storage and with facilities for eating a packed lunch in

comforta Heating is by overhead blown electric heaters which provide a comfortable

environment almost immediately“ The area is interesting from the point of view of

both geographical and biological field workc Road? river and railway occupy the

valley floor and the ecological habitats of river9 stream9 farmlandS downland and

forest are near at handc Particular interest attaches to this site because of the

proximity of the Wye and Crundale reserve of the Nature Conservancy and of the

regional office of the Nature Conservancy at Wye” A great deal of help was

received from the Nature Conservancy officers in establishing the links necessary to

make access to the various habitats possible and the land owners of the district

have been most willing to give access to the most suitable areas.

The Kent Education Committee has also established one residential field study

centre at Sta Mary's Bay? which operates from Easter to October and hopes to

establish othersa

SUMMARY

This paper has endeavoured to show that the greatest contribution a Local

Education Authority can make to the promotion of conservation measures is to ensure9

through the education given in schools, that the future general public is

knowledgeable about the need for conservatione This? it is suggested? is best

brought about by ensuring that field work becomes a part of the work of all its

schools with the great majority of their pupilso This field work will be of a

particular kind involving fairly frequent access to habitats of different kindsa

If an Education Authority is to succeed to the full in promoting conservation ideas

by these means it will need help in making facilities available to schools from all

those who control access to lando The Association for Agriculture does much to make

farms accessible for study by schools: all those other bodies on whom a duty lies

to control access to land can help alsoy but if this help is to be of the greatest

value7 they must understand the pedagogic methods which schools are being encouraged

to employ and consult the specialists in these fields at an early stage in the

development of their plans. 



Roger A) Joyce, DiphArcheRIBA.

Chairman of Planning Sub—Committee, Sandgate Society writes;m

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD IN STORE FOR SANDGATE?
 

The Planning Applications for Enbrook House can only concentrate our minds on

the changing climate for planning which is facing the region, the county, the

district Authority and local communities, almost certainly in the wake of the

Channel Tunnel Bill.

At a time when the Kent County CounCil is reViSing the Kent Structure Plan,

Shepway District Council is redrafting its Local Plan, and the Planning Depart-

ment of Shepway District Council has had a changeover in the form of the

appOintment of a new Chief Planning Officer, it seems to me that this is probably

one of the most important periods affecting Sandgate and the conservation areas,

Since I joined the Sandgate Society Committee in 1972, the Local Authority has

produced the "Sandgate Study" which was welcomed by us as a framework for all

future pol1c1es and applications in the conservation areas: Since the

publication of the Study, I have made it my buSiness to make comment on

applications on behalf of the Society with specific reference to the Study in

almost every case, and this, I thought, gave us a certain protection and

mutually acceptable terms of reference with which to build up a working

relationship with the Planning Departmenti It seemed to work for some time, How—

ever, one can see that the policies embodied in the Study, and indeed in the Kent

County Council policies as expressed in the structure plan, are gradually being

watered down to the point of ineffectiveness, and we now face possibly the

greatest threat to our local environment if the redrafted Structure Plan and the

Local Plan disregard all the policies and safeguards which we believe have been

built into the Study and which were a useful reference pOint for us all.

The Enbrook House issue illustrates all these points admirably. The conservation

area was extended to protect the grounds, The trees were all made subject of a

Tree Preservation Order. In the draft proposals for the Sandgate Informal

District Plan, the suggestion was made the possible use of the grounds of

Enbrook House could be as a public open space, For yearsi the overriding con—

sideration for new development in the conservation area was that it should not

exceed four storeys in height, so keeping it in general character With the form

and scale of the rest of the buildings“

Whatever we think of the motives behind the applications for Enbrook House, it

is certain that planning criteria based on overall denSity of the site are

having an overriding influence, withtut due regard for the proper setting for

the Listed house, senSitive protection of the woodland and tree screening which

is provided in the heart of the village, and the effeCt of high rise intensive

development on rising ground above the High Street. Those who attended the

Shepway District Council Plans Sub-Committee Meeting will agree that the very

presentation of the multiple Planning Application led to the confUSion which

followed, and I am sure that even the Councillors present would concur that the

matter was not given proper consideration, As a result, a most unfortunate

Planning Consent has been given for the northernmost part of the site in Enbrook

Road, where it is proposed to build up to l8 houses in dense woodland, behind

the enclosing ragstone wall, across the Enbrook stream!

This report has to be brief, and I think the Committee of the Society, and the

residents of Sandgate should acknowledge the work done by David Bolger «not a

member of the Committee) in helping to bring the effect of this Application to

our attentioni There is always room for residents to help in matters such as

these, particularly when they have some knowledge or skill to offer.

Nowhere in the South East will be immune from the pressure brought about by the

prospect of the Channel Tunnel, and the more attractive the enVironment, the

more it is likely to attract such pressure” We can see that Planning Consent has

just been granted on Palm Beach, on the site of Varne and Malpas House, and a

most interesting application has been lodged for the demolition of three

properties on The Esplanade, to be replaced by a new block containing 29 units.

Work on The Old School is just about to start, and this will prOVide another six: 



There are still many Sites available where this gradual increasing of the

denSity could continue until we reach saturation pOlnt:

My feeling is that the 'watch dog" role of the Committee has probably ended,

and it is now the time for us to take up a more pCSltive roler entering into

a dialogue with the local Planning Office, so as to help to shape the future

of Sandgatel It is not for us to stop new development: indeed, we should

welcome it in order to help the regeneration of the community, but it is our

duty to try and ensure that what is proposed respects and maintains the

existing charactero The present form of the proposals for Radnor Cliff,

Varne and Malpas House and for Enbrook House does notl

It is the intention of the Planning Sub—Committee of this Society to

formulate our own ideas for the future of Sandgate and to present them to

the Local Authority so that they may be embodied in the redraft of the

policy documents to which I referred at the beginning of this report, and

any observations would be welcome, As always, you may drop in your thoughts

to the Fire Station and they will be brought to the attention of the working

group which is looking at this problem at the moment,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I made reference to David Bolger's work, but I should not omit to mention

John Cutmore who serves on the Committee and is an invaluable help to mee I

asked him to make a persenal statement to include in this newsletter and he

writes as follows:—

Two years ago my Wife and I forsook our native East Anglia and moved from

the North Essex/Suffolk border to Kent, The Thames acting as the "great

divide" meant that our knowledge of anywhere in Kent in detail was very

scant, but after much searching we discovered Sandgate: To us Sandgate

offered a village flavour by the sea With all the benefits of good road and

rail links, easy accessibility to larger towns and London, with proximity to

the Continent: These things which drew us here can in turn threaten

Sandgatea Quite probably when Henry the Eighth built the castle on the

foreshore in the sixteenth century there were murmurings of discontent, but

now it is one of the most notable and respected buildings of Sandgate= As

a committee and planning sub committee member of your Society I have become

very aware of the many threats to "the Village" and its place in the

structured order of Kent; WhilSt it would be the very height of naivety to

think that Sandgate will stay the same for ever, we must approach proposed

developments such as Enbrook House, 33,35 The Esplanade, Varne/Malpas House,

Palm Beach and other smaller proposals With vigilance and caution but

always offer constructive criticism.

Perhaps some if not all of those proposals come in the wake of Channel

Tunnel fever which, if directed carefully, could keep Sandgate's individuality

for many years to come, but if left to take its own course could be

detrimental and destroy many of those things and places that matter.

T

i have recently witnessed the workings of the Shepway District Council

Planning Sub—Committee with some concern, and I have personally been

affected by planning deCisions given by the Dept" of the Environment on

appealg Both give me little confidence in those who have the instruments

to radically affect our immediate and personal environment.

It seems that Societies such as ours are always objecting but it is our duty

to take a balanced, ordered and reasoned look at any proposal that is

COUSidered a threat, and to take the appropriate action whether it is a

development as large as Enbrook House or the simple modification to a small

terraced housea

JOHN CUTMORE

Committee and Planning Sub-Committee Member. 
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REPORT

ON PROPOSALS FOR

THE FUTURE OF SANDGATE

n. Tweddell, F.R,I.B.A. Dist. 11.9.,

26 Margaret Street, W.la

germs of Reference June 1963-

To advise on the future character of Sandgate and the methods of

achieving it, but excluding the problem of the Trunk Road. or the

purpose of this report the extent of Sandgate has been taken as the

level ground from the Toll-gate in the East to the Military Hospital

in the fiesta,

Information.

I have been supplied with the Ordnance Maps of the district, The

Town Map and'hritten Statement, particulars of planning application

and the draft proposals for wilening A259. I have paid five visits

to the site and discussed the various problems informally with a

number of local residents.

I would particularly like to thank the Town Clerk and the Borough

Engineer and their staffs for the help and assistance that they

have been throughout.

C3)History and Character

LL. Sandgate is an historic place. The Castle was built in 1539 and

was used by Queen Elizabeth and her court in 1588. There was,

hOWGVUP, not much expansion until 1775 when ship building started

there and this led to the building of houses for workmen and others.

By the turn of the century Sandgate had established itself as a

watering place and it became a celebrated military station under

Sir John Moore (1809). More houses were built for the relatives

and friends of the troops stationed there. This added to the

proSperity and popularity of Sandgate, a popularity which continued

after the Napoleonic Wars. It is perhaps of interest in view of”

the present traffic problem that Mr. Purday's “Guido“ published

about 1830, reports that Sandgate had ”the facility of communication

without the disturbance of a public road."
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This gradual growth of the village has produced a jumble of

timber and brick Georgian houses, early and late Victorian

houses, shops and churches, many Edwardian buildings and some of

the present day. No one style predominates and in truth it

must be said that though Sandgate has much charm it is not

primarily in its architectural quality.

There are also well constructed buildings and poorly

constructed ones, check by jowl. It is, therefore, impossible

to generalise on the architecture, or on the condition of

the buildings. Taken together they form a very pleasant jumble

of styles of varied height, line, materials and colour, with

one unifying factor, the small scale of the individual

buildings and the relationship of these buildings to the width .

of the street.

The main Street, where it is built up on both sides, has a

special charm in its slight reverse curvature which tends to

close the view at either end, giving a feeling of intimacy

rather than exposure to the street. This intimacy, rather

than any architectural quality is the charm of Sandgate. If

the street were to be widened or straightened, or the buildings

materially lengthened or heightened, the subtle character and

attraction of Sandgate would be lost. As an example, the

erection of any more buildings the size of ”Beach Court”

would destroy the ”village” scale of Sandgate and introduce

a "town" scale.
.

Finally the present character of Sandgate is closely linked

to the land formation in which and on diich it is built; a

narrow coastal shelf closely buttressed by steep hills.

In places this flat shelf is only 100 feet wide, just wide

enough for a road and one house. It is never wider than

350 feet, although some houses climb up the slope of the

hill behind. Sandgate can, therefore, never become more

than a ribbon of development about a mile long averaging

about 100 yds. wide, sandwiched between the steeply enclosing

hills and the sea.
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These hills rise steeply to 200 feet above sea level, are largely

wooded and_are remarkable for their shape and beauty. They

form an almost ideal background and protection for a small

village, and that is exactly what Sandgate is. I have referred

above to the intimate scale of its architecture and curving

main street. I would now draw attention to the scale and

relationship of the village to the land form in which it rests.

It is these three things that give Sandgate its unique

character, the small scale of its buildings, the intimacy of

its curving street and the way it nestles into the hills.

All these would be destroyed if it were ever allowed to grow

appreciably larger, or have high buildings.,

aiannllalaghma

The topography of this part of Kent, which on the one hand

makes Sandgate, also destroys it by forcing a major road

(3259) through it. Though this has been acceptable to previous

generations at past traffic volumes, the present level and

expected future growth of vehicular traffic make it acceptable

no longer. Sandgate may be destroyed unless an attractive

alternative route for this main road can be found. Already

proposals are afoot for increaSing the width of this road to

7d ft. Apart from the wholesale destruction of property and

consequent cost that such a widening, not only in Sandgate

but also in Folkostone, would require, and even if the buildings

were replaced with equally attractive buildings (which is

quite possible with good architecture) the scale, intimacy

and social character of the village would be destroyed and it

could never be regained.

Moreover, the village would straddle a wide road which would

itself encourage bigger buildings alien tr the village scale.

Sandgate would then become an ungainly seaside town on a very

cramped site. As a planner I am, therefore, opposed to this

solution unless it can be proved, beyond all doubt, that there

is no practicable alternative. One solution mivht be the

improvement of the geabreok Valley Road (B206h) from A 259 to
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A 20. Or by a similar road further West to remove the

Trunk road traffic from Hythe as well as Sandgate and

Folkestone.

The solution to this traffic problem is excluded by the'terms

of reference of this report, which is written on the assumption

that theeexisting road will not be improved beyond its present

maximum width, that it will be a busy road at certain times of

the year, but that traffic conditions will be acceptable due

to the provision of a relief road elsewhere.

There are other planning problems. No town stands still; it

either grows or decays. In my perambulation of Sandgate there

were signs of both, withriecay predominating. It gave me the

impression of relying too much on its history and not welcoming.

the future. There are vacant sites, derelict buildings and

too many buildings inliesign, layout and construction are

unfitted for present day needs. Much of the village is,

therefore, ripe for redevelopment but the absence of a railway

station tends to restrict reSidents to local activities or

retirement.

There appear to be too many shops for the numbers of

pedestrian shoppers and there is no car parking to make it

possible to attract motor car shoppers in any number.

This needs further investigation.

The sea front could. hardly be seen from the main street .

(winter weather may necessitate this) so that, as a holiday

place, it fails to advertise its attractions to the visitors.

The street pattern is Very awkward. Except for the trunk

road, it consists of two or three cul de sacs and short loop

roads, with a few narrow passageways for people on foot.

Access to buildings is either from
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the trunk road or if on a side road causes an excessive amount

of turning traffic on the trunk road. As has been mentioned

before, there is virtually no car parking for visitors.

The planning problems of Sandgate may be summarised as follows.

Their possible solutions will be put forward later as a basis for

discussions and further instruction by the Council.

(a) The present charm of Sandgate is based not so much on the

architectural quality of its buildings but on their small

scales the curve of the main street, the proportion of the

buildings to the width of the street, and the way in which

Sandgate nestles into the surrounding hills.

This quality should be retained. Due to the topography of

the site, it cannot grow laterally. It should not be

allowed to grow much vertically since any material increase in

building bulk will destroy the character of the village.

With the anticipated growth of traffic the existing width

of the main street may well be inadequate. Proposals

have been made to widen the street to 7h ft. This

should be resisted to avoid destroying the character of

andgate and avoid the very high cost of property

acquisition for widening not only in Sandgate but also in

Folkestone itself. A relief road connecting A 259 to

A 20 further to the West is to be preferred.

Much of Sandgate is ripe for re-development. This is to

be encouraged in appropriate places if it is done in a

proper manner.

The opportunity of re—development might well be taken to

improve the main street pattern which would also improve

conditions on the trunk road by limiting the number of

road junctions and providing rear servicing to buildings

facing it. Some car parking might also be provided.
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The opportunity might also be taken to replan and/or

improve the shopping facilities of the village;

it may also be possible to open up views of the sea

from the main street if this is thought desirable.

fi\

69
18. In considering re—development, different parts of

Sandgdte require different treatment. It can broadly be

divided into three carts

(a) The East part, from the Toll gate on the Lower

Sandgate Ro;d to the Primary school at the bottom

of Sandgste Hill, a distance of about :3 mile. In

the main, this part consists of big houses in big

gardens, built in the last 100 years, and not part

of the village character.

Secondly, the central part from the Primary School

to the Sir John Moore Memorial a distance, also of

about 12' mile. This is the old village.

Finally, the west part from the Memorial to the

Military Hospital a distance of about 700 yards. The

majority of the buildings here are old and many of

them are not in good structural condition.

Proposals for central area

19. The main problem of re—development lies on the central

area. Here, the vacant sites, derelict buildings and

outworn buildings should be rebuilt. But on what scale

and for what purpose? Similarly the poor road pattern

and absence of car parking suggest improvement, but

anything done in this direction would have to be comprehensive

in approach. The scale of development is one of the first

things to be decided.

20. All places should not have the same che acter. Some

places are more suited to intensive redevelopment than

others. My own View is that intensive re—development

is not required at Sandgate and should not be permitted.

Indeed, if a much greater volume of building is permitted

than is there now, more traffic will be generated and traffic
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conditions will worsen. In my opinion the site of the

village is not large enough to solve that problem and I

therefore consider that building should be restricted to the

present volume plus 10% as the maximum acceptable for

good planning and reasonable traffic conditions.

Such a View coincides with my strongly held opinion that

if the character of Sandgate is to be retained the

building bulk should not be increased. Big buildings,

particularly high buildings would be out of place on this

narrow coastal shelf below the surrounding hills.

In areas of underdeVelopment an alternative method of

limiting building bulk would be by plot ratio control -

the rebuilt floor space being limited to a certain multiple

of the site area. In a country town, a plot ratio of

l: 1.5 is normal, at Sandgate a figure of l : 1.25 might

be suitable but this would need further investigation.

It may be of interest to comment that the plot ratio

of the Royal Kent site before demolition was 1 z 1.05 and

a recent planning application for the site had a proposed

plot ratio of l : 2.5 This amount of floor space is

grossly excessive in my View. It would be prohibited

automatically if the Council adopt plot ratio control as a

planning regulation in Sandgate.

Plot ratio control does not, however, stop high buildings.

I would, therefore, suggest that, in addition, a limit of

three stmxgs above ground to the eaves line is normally

desirable. No building owner should have the right to

build higher than this, but uniformity leads to monotony and

in exceptional circumstances, small excesses might be

permitted.

This degree of control should permit Sandgate to redevelop

itself profitably. It would permit a population increase

of say 10% which would ten' to increase the prosperity of

the place. But the village scale would in the main be

kept, particularly since large areas of the village would

remain as now.

It must be clear, however, that no Rules or Regulations

can by themselves produce a completely satisfactory answer.

Rules are "negative”, wereas the creation of a good

 



environment necessitates “positive" imagination and

creative skill. This can only be achieved by good

architecture and the employment of good architects.

Much can, however, be done by the lead set by the Local

Authority in its design and planning standards, and a

firm i‘veto“ under planning control on private work which

does not come up to those standcrds.

26. Any imprOVement to the layout and street pa

rSandgate needs the preparation of a mns‘e p

whole area. Such a plan would also .’ . e areis

that should in principle, be kept and ‘ , 3 ‘5 are

ripe for redevelopment° One such a _ -v might be from

Granville Road West to and including Beach Court, a

distance of some 700 feet. This site includes the

Royal Kent site, and Caffyns Garage, Devonshire Terrace,

the Reynes Beach Club and Beach Court. There are a few

good buildings in this area and it may be that on

re—dosigning, some or all of them could remain. It

does not follow that beeaus; an area is being planned

comprohc.sively it must all be demolished.

I have noticed two other areas that might be similarly

treated if the first scheme proves a success but I would

unhesitatingly recommend a start be made on the first

named area.

If comprehensive re—planning is undertaken, it does not

follow that the whole scheme should be implemented a

once, or at one time, or that purchase of the whole of

such an area by the Council is necessary. Many

owners may agree to redevelop in accordance with the

Council's plan rather than be held up in the hope of

getting other proposals aCCepted. But some properties,

whose owners are unable or unwilling to co—operate

may have to be aeguired over a period of years. Good

public relations can do much to implement a comprehensive

scheme through private agencies over a decade.
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Guidance is “equired from the Council on the purpose of

car parking, whether fOPl?€SidGntS or daily visitors.

(0) RGGQVGlOpment should he of the same character as at

present with buildings of small scale, variety and

intimacy. Copying of past architectural styles will

not achieve this and I would prefer to see good modern

architecture.

Measures tc>regulate building bulk would vary for the

three separate parts of Senegate

(i) Central Area. increase of new floor space over

existing floor space of 10% or plot ratio of l to

1.25 whichever is the greater. Normal height

limitation of three storeys from ground to eaves

line

Eggtern aggg. increase of new floor space over

existing floor space of 10% g; plot ratio of l to

1.25 whichever is the greater. Normal height

limitation of six storeys from ground to eaves lines.

gestcrn area. increase of new floor space on

existing floor space of 10% on plot ratio of l to 1‘25

Whichever is the greater. Normal height limitation

of three storeys from ground to eaves lines.

It must be reiterated here that regulations by themselves

will not produce good building and the future character

of Sandgate must always rest in part in the ands of

the architects employed and the detailed guidance given

by the Council.

Consideration should be given to putting a Tree

Preservation Order on the woods surrounding the village.

Consideration should be given to the means of implementing

a camprehensive development for the a ea between Granville

Reel West and Beach Court.
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KENT COUNTY COUNCIL

COUNTY HALL

MAIDSTONE

KENT
M. A. B A I N s

Clerk of the County Council MElLl lXQ

MyRa: Dh/TP 907/10 wammeSBfl

Your Ref:
Extension: 509

Mrs. B. A. Kerr, 9 April 1973

Honorary Secretary,

Sandgate Society,

Somerville Lodge,

Sandgate Esplanade,

Folkestone,

Kent.

Dear Madam,

SANDGATE CONSERVATION AREA

Thank you for your letter of 13 March 1973 regarding the possibility
of the Royal Norfolk Hotel site in Sandgate High Street being

included in the Sandgate Conservation Area.

I have consulted the County Planning Officer on this proposal and

he has pointed out that this site was excluded from the designated

Conservation Area as being of insufficient environmental quality to

merit inclusion. However, the Planning Act does make provision for

the advertisement of any proposed development which would affect

the character and appearance of a Conservation Area, irrespective

of its location, and it is considered that this should afford the

Conservation Area sufficient protection against any development of

the Royal Norfolk Hotel site which would detract from the area.

Yours faithfully,

,i fly rg>0UNAXL3

N.“

Clerk of the County Council

m

/,
Cw
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THE CIVIC CENTRE,

YOUR REE: FOLKESTONE.

uvnaa; GC/YP/502/16

l\. C. SCRAGG. LL.M,

soLch‘roR

TOWN—CLERK 12th February, 1973

Cm

TELEPHONE : 5522 'l

(STD 0303)

Dear Mrs. Kerr,

County Council ConuerSation Policy Statement

As I have been advised by the Clerk of the County Council that the

attached statement is to be produced in booklet form, I enclose copy for

the information of the Societyo

Yours sincerely,

f

; «x J1.

Town Clerk

\\_.[1"

'2‘

Mrsa B.Ao Kerr,

Hon. Secretary,

The Sandgate Society,

Somerville Lodge,

Sandgate Esplanade,

Sandgate,

FOLKESTONE.

a W

The person dealing with this matter on my behalf is ............... MrecrOftS..................

All correspondence to be addressed to the Town Clerk 
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THE Cnnc CENTRE

YOUR REF.: FOLKESTONE.

GC/PA/502/16

N.C.SCRAGG.LLM

22nd June, 1972.SOLICITOR

TOWN CLERK

CLERK OF THE PEACE

TELEPHONE: 55221

(STD 0303)

Dear Mrs. Kerr,

Proposed Conservation Areas at

Sandgate

Further to this matter the Council at their meeting last night confirmed

the recommendations of the Town Planning Committee concerning the proposals

by the County Planning Committee to designate conservation areas at Sandgate.

As you will see from the attached copy of the proceedings of the Town

Planning Committee of the 7th June, it was the express wish of the Committee

that the Council‘s decision should be sent to you before it was communicated

to the County Planning Committee.

Yours sincerely,

fix"; ’
"A

Town Clerk.

Mrs..B. A. Kerr,

Honorary Secretary,

Sandgate Society,

Somerville Lodge,

Sandgate Esplanade,

Folkestone.

EHC .

The person dealing with this matter on my behalf is, . .. Mr. C“)??? .

Ail correspondence to be addressed to the Town Clerk 



Council: 21st June 1972,

Town Planning: 7th June.

(2) TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1971

(a) Conservation Areas (Sandgate)

Further to minute 115 of the proceedings of this Committeee of

10th May, l972, the Chairman, Vice—Chairman, Honorary Secretary and

three members of the Sandgate Society attended the meeting to discuss

with the Committee the proposals of the County Planning Committee

to declare two conservation areas at Sandgate, one centred on Sandgate

Esplanade, Wellington Place and Prospect Road and the other centred on

Sandgate High Street.

 

 

At the request of the Chairman of the Committee, the Borough

Engineer stated that the provisions of the Town and Country Planning

Act l97l (previously the Civic Amenities Act 1967) were that each

local planning authority (in this case the Kent County Council) should

from time to time determine which parts of their area were areas of

special architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance

of which it was desirable to preserve or enhance and should be

designated as conservation areas. The Act provided for conservation

of areas as distinct from preservation of buildings of architectural

or historic interest and once an area had been designated, it became

the duty of the local authority concerned (in this case the Borough

Council) to publish in a local newspaper and display on the land

concerned a notice indicating (inter alia) the nature of the

development proposed in applications for planning permission for any

development which might affect the character or appearance of the

conservation area and to pay special attention to the character and

appearance of the area when exercising any functions under the Act.

In this regard it would be the Borough Council‘s duty to give

consideration to such matters as improvement of the general environment.

The Borough Engineer stated that as far as the present proposals

were concerned, he was of the opinion that it would be desirable if the

Coast Guard Cottages were included as this terrace formed an important

historical and architectural link With the area proposed to be includedflbfi

area of the Police Training Centre should also be included in his

opinion, for the same reasons as the woodlands at the Undercliff and

in view of the fact that the existing use by the Police Authority might

well cease in the near future and development proposals might have to

be considered.

The Committee advised the representatives of the Sandgate Society

that they were in agreement with the opinions of the Borough Engineer

and the Society representatives concurred in this view.

Some discussion followed as to whether it would be desirable to

support the proposal to declare the area centred on Sandgate Esplanade, 



Wellington Place and Prospect Road as a conservation area

and whether in the other area, Wilberforce Road should be

included. The Society representatives spoke in support of

retaining these areas in the proposals, as, in their opinion,

quite a number of properties included in those areas were

worth containing in conservation areas.

The Society representatives,during the course of

discussion, requested that action be taken as soon as possible

to include the trees at Sandgate in tree preservation orders.

The Committee shared the representatives' concern but it was

pointed out that there would inevitably be delay until the

Council had the opportunity to consider recommendations by the

Committee to increase the number of planning staff.

Before the representatives withdrew the Committee assured

them that the Society would be informed of the Committee's

decision before this was conveyed to the County Planning

Committee.

After the representatives had withdrawn the Committee

discussed the proposals of the County Planning Committee and

it was
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Du/TP 902/10 Tsiephone; 54321.

Extension: 509

Mrs. B.A. Kerr, 31 May 1972

Hon. Secretary,

Sandgate Society,

Somerville Lodge,

Sandgate Esplanade,

FolkestOne, Kent.

Dear Madam,

PROPOSED CONSERVATION AREAS, SANDGA‘I‘E

In reply to your letter of 7 May, the Folkestone Borough

Council has indicated that its formal observations will

be available after its meeting on 21 June, following

which they will be reported to the COunty Planning Committee.

The proposed conservation areas will then be formally

designated either as originally proposed or amended, and

I will let you know when this is to take place.

As you know, the Borough Council has been asked to continue

consultations with your Society on the proposals and I see

from your letter of A May to the TOWn Clerk that you have

asked for a further meeting to discuss the matter. This

is of course for the BorOugh Council to decide but the

views which your Society has expressed (and any further

views) will be taken into account when the matter is again

under consideration by the County Planning Committee.

Yours faithfully ,

u / .

A \v' K 1) L (’1: L L . (Qt/v11 7

1’ _./ ~‘f‘fif7,

/

;fl3l6¥§ of the County Council

/,~
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THE Cunc CENTRE

voua REE: FOLKESTONE.

GC/PA/SOZ/lé

24th May, 1972.

N.C.SCRAGG,LLM

SDLICITOR

TOWN CLERK

CLERK OF THE PEACE

TELEPHONE: 55221

(STD 0303)

. Dear Mr. Kerr,

Proposed Conservation Areas, Sandgate

I write to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 18th May and the

names of those members of the Society who propose to attend at 2.30 p.m.

on Wednesday, 7th June.

Yours sincerely,

/K/C\/M«M

Town Clerk.

Mrs. B. A. Kerr,

Honorary Secretary,

The Sandgate Society,

Somerville Lodge,

Sandgate Esplanade,

Folkestone.

Mr. Crofts

The person dealing with this matter on my behalf is....,. .V . . .

AH correspondence to be addressed to the Town (Nerk 
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THE CIVIC CENTRE,

YOUR REF.: FOLKESTONE.

MY REE: GC/PA/502/16

llth May, 1972.

N.C.SCRAGG,LLM

SOLICITOR

TOWN CLERK

CLERK or THE PEACE

TELEPHONE: 55221

(STD 0303)

Dear W,”M,

Proposed Conservation Areas, Sandgate

Thank you for your letter of the 4th May which I submitted to the Town

Planning Committee yesterday.

The Committee are in agreement with the proposal to meet representatives

of the Society to discuss the proposed conservation areas prior to their next

meeting at 2.30 p.m. on Wednesday, 7th June, 1972. The Society is invited

to appoint up to 6 persons to represent the Society. I should be grateful

if you would let me know the names of those who will attend.

Yours faithfully,

[M

Town Clerk.

I”WV”,

/

Mrs. B. A. Kerr,

Honorary Secretary,

The Sandgate Society,

Somerville Lodge,

Sandgate Esplanade,

Folkestone.

. , Mr. Crofts

The person dealing with this matter on my behalf ISW. .. , . . V. .V . ., .

All correspondence to be addressed to the Town Clerk 



 



 



 



 



 



Item No, 2(a)

on Attends.

Unrestricted Items

KENT COUNTY COUNCIL

i/tiflcemtur

Planning Committee
“—9—.

9th Izliarch, 1072

5. Proposed Conservation Areas — Sandgate TP 907/10

Note of a meeting of the Group of Members appointed to consider proposals for

Conservation Areas at Sandgate, Folkestone, held at Sandgate on 7th March, 1972

Name Representing

Mr. John Waite

Mr. A. T. Tucker

Mr. EA. chatman

Mr. E Moore

Mr. R. H. Cooper

Commander J. Bostock

County Planning Committee

‘Mr. Godden

Mr: Martin . ‘

Mr. Franks . Folkestone Borough Council

Mr. N. C, Scragg (Town Clerk) '

Mr. Greening (Bororgh Engineer‘s Department)

Mrs. Greenwall (Chairman)

Mr. Peniold (Vice—Chairman)

Mr. Syer ,

Mr. TOdd ‘ Sandgate Society

Mrs. Chapman

Mrs. Laclilan

Mrs. Kerr (Hon. Secretary)

IN ATTENDANCEr— The Clerk of the County Council (represented by Mr. Scarff) and

the County Planning Officer (represented by Mr. Sutherland). ‘

(1) The County Plaiming Officer briefly summarised the provisions of the Civic Amenities

Act, 1967 relating to Conservation Areas andmztlinedthe County Council ‘s policy under

the Act. He stated that a very careful appraisal of Sandjate had been carried out which

had indicated that Sandgate was a marginal case as only a small proportion of the buildings

were listed and they were scattered throughout the length of the High Street and did not form

any significant groups. He stated however, that it was possible to identify an overall

character in Sandgate and had identified two areas which he considered to be worthy of

further consideration as Conservation Areas. One area was towards the Hythe end of the

settlement and included the Esplan ‘e, Wellington Place and Prospect Row and the

second, much larger, area included the Castle,1nost of the High Street and the steep

CU 3 



wooded slopes behind.

(2) The representatives of the Sandgate Society considered that Sandgc is had considerable

character which was contained in a number of small areas throughout the village and

which would be difficult to conserve individually. They therefore considered that the

best method of ensuring their {conservation was tor the whole area to be designated even

though. this would include some development which individually was not worthy of

Conservation, They expressed concern at the delay which had occurred in making Tree

Preservation Orders n the trees behind the village c d the Borough Engineer stated that

these were still being investigated.

.u.‘

(3} The representatives of the Folkestone Borough Council stated tn t they were now

broadly in agreement with the vi e'-. s of the Sandgate Society an the: their original '

proposals were based on advice given by the County Planning Officer shortly after the

Civic Amenities Act came into effect when it had been state that Sandgate did not have

,.4~

the s ecial character necessar to teen: adesicrna’tionf.
y i. J c -

. (4.) The County Members then inspected the areas proposed for designation when they

agreed that certain parts of Sandg‘ate, in particular the 3‘52: Street ,wcre of sufficient

overall character to justify designation. They also considered it important that the

wooded slopes of theDowns be‘:.,ind the village should b! preserved as they made an

important contribution to the character of the area.

. (5 The Group of Inf-embers therefore- recommend:—

. (a) That two proposed Conservation Areas, one centred on the T‘splanade, Wellington

Place and Prospect Road and the other centred on the iiigh Street be approved for formal

'consultations'with the Folliestone Borough Council and subject to no objections be

' designated; and ‘

(b) The Folkestonc Borough Council be urged to make Tree Preservation Order; as soon

as possible on the trees which contribute to the character of the area. '

. (6) A plan showing the areas proposed for Conservation will be on display on the day

of the meeting.

M. A. BAINS

Clerk of the County C encil

8th March, 1972

 



 



 



Thumw‘t from the County Plann" OI"E’icm”s Report to

the -annin" ConImi'ttee/Genor SubCOIIIIELI i'tce on the

13-2/1"” .‘
 

013 may reenll that when I reported on the h3_rough Lflélncwr'“

onservation Are;2s :in lolmcstonc in Dcoemh2r, I mentioned that

éSoei_ety had esbed for ccm1;ideratien to be given to deLSiIrnamlj.

IOTt of Sandgp c than tl1t proposed by the horough,

Ctstle, sr_d an zzxoa to the east of it. The Hue “ty's

the 7‘ .’ 7 who dooided to :JaKe no chm; : to their own

I ‘o Society has: pooducd a H21.l documeni;d 1hotographic

fires and this 1:1.11 be aV:Iilable for Mem.2ers if |;hey wish to

In View of the considerable amount of loce1 interest in conservation

‘n ”YHGDVtO, I have Carri. ed out a veryccaref‘ul apprais31 01 the area. Chj_s

had ledlInc to conclude tlat in torts of consciwtion9 Spndlgate is 5 rather

’ mzl case, Only a small proportion o: the buildings are listed at present

or :19 likely to be included at anv review of the lists and these are scattered

thILughvout the length of the High Strczt and do not form any significant

grlups. Also there are one or two suhstantial g;aps in the street scene where

denolitions haV.e taken placea However, it is possible to identify an overall

Gheiacter in S;ndgate{ which is a coxuhination 01 the fact that the majority

b“1ldiogs in “‘ V‘w 'Wicot are of a similar style and and the fine

the nt, not:een the sea and the wooded slopes of the Downs

The ODJCCthBof wiy cons mvtion policy in Saxd atfiwOuld therefore

onoerhed not only with indivi dllel huildjngs but also 1th retaininr the

the ‘“llulfl” lines, the soale of MOVLIQPJPUL and the views and “(Lblnwo

oolh not many of the 1m :ildings in ,andmwtc .re listed a considerable

- o itiv

1

{2
12C

lc’

of thevrémainder :~ - 5 9 s12 contr_ihv*ionto the overall che1actcr

areao The proposed lQ1:1at11noz hec101e P2rliancnt to give L0091

power to control by direc ti;on the demolition oi ~nild1nbs7 other

0thtntoril) listt-d tunicinvsq in Conservation flvoas could help to.-ard

‘and Cllsuro a 510w rate 0f chguireo 1 consider that it is

cha 901.0? there Is in ‘ "dgato will on lest if new develo,ment

takes 00 outside the constraints of a conservation policy.

. consider to be

ldoration for desjcnnti_C>2o ,e first of these is

the ut. 2121' and incl theEsolunade, ”Valli n

and Pro:2‘ ; "e T; second inch11:;1' 7.13 includes the Ca:tl07

of the 2 " 2“ -‘L the steep m4 ~12 behind: I consider

whe3;er itwonll ‘n;»‘ u' ” subdivide ' ilto a hunter of

ller Conservation k_.‘t . 1’ ”1.3‘15, I 2 3 mos “ of its Choractef

‘ Ill impres31on, _ ' : ,1 41,' it won11d he lv°1T“‘l to

are; cr 2V”1'“a a” . _ In View 01 t1 m- inal nature

CCnfi”1‘,“"' ‘

 


